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A new kind of ambient calculus is presented, where the open capability is replaced by direct
mobility of generic processes. The calculus comes equippedwith a labelled transition system in
which types play a major role: this system allows us to show interesting algebraic laws. Types
express, as usual, the communication, access and mobility properties of the modelled system;
inferred types express the minimal constraints required for the system to well behave.

1. Introduction

In the present-day conceptual dimension of computing spaceand movement in space have ac-
quired a prominent role and are still looking for an adequatetheoretical foundation. Compu-
tational entities distributed worldwide, exchanging data, moving from one location to another,
interacting with each other (either cooperatively or competitively), give rise to a global comput-
ing activity. Computation has therefore to be abstractly described as something that develops not
only in time and in memory space, either sequentially (λ-calculus) or as a dynamic set of concur-
rent processes (π-calculus (Milner et al., 1992; Milner, 1993)), but also in awide geographical
and administrative space.

One of the first theoretical models integrating spatial aspects was the Distributedπ-calculus
(Hennessy and Riely, 2002), abbreviated Dπ: an extendedπ-calculus with immobile locations
and processes moving between locations.

Starting from a different background (loosely connected with logic programming), in the area
of programming languages KLAIM was one of the first proposalsexplicitly containing the notion
of location (Nicola et al., 1998); it later developed into a fully-fledged project oriented to mobile
and global computing (see (Bettini et al., 2003) and references there).

The calculus of Mobile Ambients (Cardelli and Gordon, 2000), abbreviated MA, also building
upon the concurrency paradigm represented by theπ-calculus, introduced the notion of an am-
bient as “a bounded place where (generally multithreaded) computation happens”: it can contain
nested subambients in a tree structure, and can move in and out of other ambients, i.e., up and
down the tree (thus rearranging the structure itself). Direct communication can only occur locally
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PRIN’04 project “McTafi”, and by MURST PRIN’05 project “Types and models for resource analysis in mobile
systems”.
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within each ambient (through a common anonymous channel); communication and interaction
between different ambients has to be mediated by movement and by the dissolution of ambient
boundaries.

Ambients are intended to model mobile agents and processes,messages or packets exchanged
over the network, mobile devices, physical and virtual locations, administrative and security
domains, etc. in a uniform way.

For this reason, in ambient calculi the distinction betweenprocesses and (possibly mo-
bile) containers of processes is intentionally blurred. Inthe MA there are implicitly two
main kinds of processes, which we will respectively calllightweight processes(or naked pro-
cesses) and ambient-processesor simply ambients. The former are unnamed lists of actions†

act1.act2 . . . actm to be executed sequentially, generally in concurrency withother processes:
they can perform communication and drive their containers through the spatial hierarchy, but in
the original MA calculus they cannot individually go from one ambient to another. The latter
are named containers of concurrent processesm[P1 |P2 . . . |Pn]: they can enter and exit other
ambients, driven by their internal processes, but cannot directly perform communication.

In MA, therefore, mobile processes must be represented by ambient-processes; communica-
tion between them is represented by the exchange of other ambients of usually shorter life, which
have their boundaries dissolved by anopen action so as to expose their internal lightweight pro-
cesses performing the input-output proper. Such capability of opening an ambient, however, has
been perceived by many as potentially dangerous, since it could be used inadvertently or mali-
ciously to open and thus destroy the individuality of a mobile agent.

Among the many proposed variations of MA (for a survey see (Giovannetti, 2003))
handling this issue, the calculus of Safe Ambients (Levi andSangiorgi, 2003;
Bugliesi and Castagna, 2002) introduced the notion of coaction, by which – among other
things – an ambient cannot be opened if it is not willing to.

In the calculus of Boxed Ambients (Bugliesi et al., 2004), onthe other hand,open is dropped
altogether, and its absence is compensated by the possibility of direct communication between
parent and children ambients.

In the present work, we explore a slightly different approach, where we intend to keep the
purely local character of communication so that no hidden costs are present in the input-output
primitives. At the same time we also want to represent inter-ambient communication by pure
input-output between lightweight processes, thus avoiding the more general opening mechanism.

We do this by recovering the idea, present in Dπ (Hennessy and Riely, 2002), that a
lightweight process may move directly from one location to another, without the need of be-
ing enclosed in an ambient. Mobile lightweight processes also seem to more closely represent
strong software mobility, by which a procedure (or function, or method, or script, depending on
the programming model) can – through ago instruction – suspend its execution on one machine
and resume it exactly from the same point on another (generally remote) machine.

All ambient calculi come with type systems (Cardelli et al.,1999) as essential components,
since they are intended – like any formal description – as foundations for reasoning about pro-
gram behaviours in the new global computing reality. In our proposal too the calculus is an ele-

† As a matter of fact, a sequence of actions may also end with an asynchronous output, or an ambient-process creation
m[P ], or a forking into different parallel processes.
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mentary basis for a type discipline able to control communication as well as access and mobility
properties. We have tried to abstract (or extract), from themany complex features that could be
envisaged, a system that is non-trivial but simple enough tobe easily readable and understand-
able; we have named it M3, a system ofMobile processes and Mobile ambients with Mobility
types.

Following (Cardelli et al., 2002), (Merro and Sassone, 2002) the notion ofgroup is the key
notion for typing ambients and processes. Groups characterise the possible movements and com-
munications of ambients and processes.

The type system is incremental in the sense that it can type components in incomplete envi-
ronments, and is supplied with a type inference algorithm that determines the “minimal” require-
ments for accepting a component as well typed.

Beside the usual reduction semantics, where types play no role (since the rules are assumed
to apply to well-typed terms only), a labelled transition system (abbreviated LTS) semantics is
given, which allows us to define a notion of bisimilarity and to compare it with a contextual
equivalence, namely a barbed congruence. Being M3 a typed calculus, the definition of the LTS
involves types in an essential way: typed processes can perform only actions that are allowed by
their types. The transition relation, therefore, is relative to an environmentΞ and to a process type

g, and is accordingly denoted by the symbol
α

−−→Ξ,g. Spatial mobility is handled via the notions
of concretion and higher-order transition (Merro and Hennessy, 2002; Bugliesi et al., 2005). The
resulting notion of bisimilarity is proved to be a congruence and to represent a sound approxima-
tion to barbed (observational) equivalence. Natural notions about process and ambient mobility,
definable in terms of types, may be characterized via our LTS,and useful algebraic laws may be
proved.

In spite of its simplicity, the calculus seems to possess sufficient expressive power, as shown
by the natural encodings in it of two standard calculi of concurrency,π and Dπ.

The type system enjoys a kind of principal typing property which is an adaptation to our
setting of Wells’ standard definition (Wells, 2002). For every raw term, i.e., a term in which type
annotations are missing, there exists a “most general” way of completing it with type annotations,
in which types provide the maximum of information they can give about the behaviour of the
term. A type reconstruction algorithm is then specified which, given a raw term, yields its most
general typing.

The algorithm is proved to be sound and complete, and a formalcertification in Coq (of a
preliminary version of it) has been obtained (Honsell and Scagnetto, 2004); it has also been im-
plemented in Prolog, through the intermediate step of a morealgorithmic formulation of the type
system itself (Giovannetti, 2004).

The system, with the contents anticipated above, is described in detail, along with the proofs
of the propositions, in the rest of the paper, which is an extended and improved version, in
particular for the presence of the LTS behavioural semantics, of the work presented at CATS’03
(Coppo et al., 2003).

In particular, in section 2 we present the syntax of the calculus (without the type syntax)
with the reduction operational semantics. The type system is defined in section 3, where the
usual subject reduction property is proved. In section 4 we define the barbed congruence relation
between processes, we present the new behavioural semantics and we define a notion of full
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bisimilarity, which we prove sound (but not complete) w.r.t. the barbed congruence. In the same
section we also state, with a sketch of the proof, a number of useful algebraic laws.

Some examples of the expressiveness of the calculus and of the type system are given in section
5, which shows how to encode other mobility primitives, well-known calculi for concurrency,and
some common protocols; in section 6 we specify a typing reconstruction algorithm, along with
the proof of its soundness and completeness w.r.t. the type system. Section 7 compares M3 with
other ambient calculi. Finally, a brief account is given of the Prolog implementation, with some
concluding remarks.

2. The Calculus

N ::= ambients
m, n, . . . ambient names
x, y, . . . variables

C ::= capabilities
in N moves the containing ambient into ambientN
out N moves the containing ambient out of ambientN
to N goes out from its ambient into sibling ambientN
C.C path
x, y, . . . variables

M ::= messages
N ambients
C capabilities

π ::= prefixes
C . capability
〈M〉 synchronous output
(x:W ) typed input

P, Q, R ::= processes
0 null
π P prefixed
P |Q parallel composition
N [P ] ambient
!π P guarded replication
(νn : amb(g))P name restriction
(ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))P group restriction

where:W is a message type,g is a group name,ν{
−−→
g :G}(k) is a concise notation forν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk},

with g1, . . . , gk group names andG1, . . . , Gk group types (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. Syntax of pre-terms

The structural syntax of the pre-terms of the M3 calculus, shown in Figure 1, is the same as
that of MA (Cardelli and Gordon, 2000) except for the absenceof open and the presence of the
new primitiveto for lightweight process mobility. Also, synchronous output is allowed, of which
the asynchronous version is a particular case.

M3 is a typed calculus where types occur in the term syntax, namely in the input construct
and in the restrictions w.r.t. ambient names and group names. The Figure 1 is thus to be read in
conjunction with the Figure 4, which describes the type syntax. More precisely, the pre-terms
defined in Figure 1 are not exactly the terms of the calculus, because type constraints are not
considered; the well-formed terms are only those pre-termsthat are well typed (w.r.t. a typing
environment) according to the typing rules given in Figure 5.

The notions of reduction and structural equivalence are therefore defined relatively to a typing
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environment and a process type, just like the relations concerning the behavioural semantics that
will be presented in Section 4. In a well-typed term, however, reduction and structural equiva-
lence are always consistent with the typing of the term (Theorem 3.3). So type information plays
no explicit role in these rules and is therefore omitted in their definition.

Since group types contain group names, the possibility of simultaneously restricting a set of
group names becomes crucial: while ambient name restriction is, as usual, monadic, the fact that
groups can have mutually dependent group types requires group restriction to be polyadic. We
denote byν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk} the simultaneous restriction of the group namesg1, . . . , gk

having respectively group typesG1, . . . , Gk. We adopt the standard convention that action pre-
fixing takes precedence over parallel composition: ifact denotes a generic prefix,act.α |β is read
as(act.α)|β. We follow the traditional distinction between lettersm, n, . . . for ambient names
and lettersx, y, . . . for input variablesstanding for both ambient names and capabilities.

Free and bound names and variables are defined in the usual way. A capability or a process
is closedif it does not contain free variables (though it may contain free names). We identify
processes up toα-renaming of bound names and bound variables.

The operational semantics consists, as usual, of a reduction relation on closed processes, along
with a structural congruence which allows trivial syntactic restructuring of a term so that a re-
duction rule can next be applied.

Structural congruence, shown in Figure 2, is standard for the usual ambient constructors
(Cardelli et al., 1999). The rules for group restriction allow – under suitable conditions – to per-
mute, split and erase simultaneous restrictions. Despite their awkward aspect they are basically
analogous to the rules for name restriction; what complicates the notation is the fact that mutually
dependent group types must be handled simultaneously.

The reduction rules, shown in Figure 3, are the same as those for MA, with the obvious differ-
ence consisting in the synchronous output and the missingopen, and with the new rule for theto
action, similar to thego primitive of Dπ or to the “migrate” instructions for strong code mobility
in software agents.

A lightweight process executing ato m action moves between sibling ambients: more pre-
cisely it goes from an ambientn, where it is initially located, to a (different) ambient of name
m that is a sibling ofn, thus crossing two boundaries in one step; the boundaries are however
at the same level, so that – differently from moving upward ordownward – the process does not
change its nesting level.

Observe that the form of the rule, while entailing nondeterminism among different destinations
of the same name, guarantees that the destination, though possibly having the same name as
the source, must be present and different from the source ambient: so that a term of the form
m[to m.P ] cannot reduce tom[P ], with a hop from one to the very same location! In Dπ, instead,
the go action moves processes independently from the formalpresence of the target location, so
thatm[gom.P ] reduces tom[P ].

As usual,→∗ will denote the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation→.

3. The Type System

As remarked in the previous section, the syntax definition ofFigure 1 is not complete without
the type syntax and the typing rules. As is usual in ambient calculi, a first (trivial) role of types
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equivalence:
P ≡ P P ≡ Q =⇒ Q ≡ P P ≡ Q, Q ≡ R =⇒ P ≡ R

congruence:
P ≡ Q =⇒ π P ≡ π Q P ≡ Q =⇒ N [P ] ≡ N [Q]
P ≡ Q =⇒ !π P ≡ ! π Q P ≡ Q =⇒ (νn : amb(g))P ≡ (νn : amb(g))Q

P ≡ Q =⇒ P |R ≡ Q |R P ≡ Q =⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))Q

prefix associativity:
(C.C′).P ≡ C.C′.P

parallel composition – associativity, commutativity, zero:
P |Q ≡ Q |P (P |Q) |R ≡ P | (Q |R) P | 0 ≡ P

replication:
! π P ≡ π P | ! π P

restriction swapping and group restriction splitting :

(νn : amb(g))(νm : amb(g′))P ≡ (νm : amb(g′))(νn : amb(g))P if m 6= n

gi 6= g′j&gi 6∈ GN(G′
j)&g′j 6∈ GN(Gi)(1 ≤ i ≤ k)(1 ≤ j ≤ h)

=⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))(ν{

−−−→
g′ :G′}(h))P ≡ (ν{

−−−→
g′ :G′}(h))(ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))P

(νn : amb(g))(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))(νn : amb(g))P if g 6= gi (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

gk+j 6∈ GN(Gi)(1 ≤ i ≤ k)(1 ≤ j ≤ h)

=⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k+h))P ≡ (ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk})(ν{gk+1 : Gk+1, . . . , gk+h : Gk+h})P

scope extrusion:
(νn: amb(g))P |Q ≡ (νn: amb(g))(P |Q) if n /∈ AN(Q)
N [(νn : amb(g))P ] ≡ (νn : amb(g))N [P ] if n 6= N

(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P |Q ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))(P |Q) if −→g /∈ GN(Q)

N [(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ] ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))N [P ]

equivalence to zero:

(νn : amb(g)) 0 ≡ 0 (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k)) 0 ≡ 0

whereAN(Q) is the set of free ambient names inQ, GN(Q) is the set of free group names inQ, andGN(G)
is the set of free group names inG.

Fig. 2. Structural congruence: general rules

Basic reduction rules:

(R-in) n[ in m . P |Q ] |m[R] → m[ n[P |Q ] |R ]

(R-out) m[ n[ out m . P |Q ] |R ] → n[P |Q ] |m[R]

(R-to) n[to m . P |Q] |m[R] → n[Q] |m[P |R]

(R-comm) (x : W )P | 〈M〉Q → P{x := M} |Q

Structural reduction rules:

(R-par) P → Q ⇒ P |R → Q |R

(R-amb) P → Q ⇒ n[P ] → n[Q]

(R-≡) P ′ ≡ P ′, P → Q, Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′

(R-ν) P → Q ⇒ (νn: g)P → (νn: g)Q

(R-ν-group) P → Q ⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P → (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))Q

Fig. 3. Reduction

consists in ensuring that no meaningless terms can be definedor can result from computation.
In addition, types control access and mobility. As already observed in (Cardelli et al., 2002),
expressing such properties in terms of single ambients leads todependent types, for example in
judgments of the formn: CanEnter ({m1, . . . , mk}); an interesting proposal in this direction
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G the universal set of groups
g, h, . . . groups
S , C , E , . . . sets of groups
U ::= amb(g) ambient type: ambients of groupg
Pro ::= proc(g) process type: processes that can stay in ambients of groupg

V ::= Pro1→ Pro2 capability type: capabilities that, prefixed to a process
of typePro1, turn it into a process of typePro2

W ::= message type
U ambient type
V capability type

T ::= communication type
shh no communication
W communication of messages of typeW

G ::= gr(S , C , E , T ) group type
whereC ⊆ S

Fig. 4. Types

is (Lhoussaine and Sassone, 2004). Following the seminal work of (Cardelli et al., 2002), and
among others that of (Merro and Sassone, 2002), we instead adopt the more common approach
based on ambientgroups, which permits us to avoid direct dependence of types on values.

As usual for ambients, there are three fundamental categories of types: ambient types, capabil-
ity types, and process types, corresponding to the three main syntactic categories of terms. Since
only ambient names and capabilities, but not processes, canbe transmitted, message types – i.e.,
the ones explicitly attached to input variables – can only beambient or capability types.

Syntactically, groups are merely namesg, h, . . . occurring as basic components of other types.
Formally, they may be considered atomic types, which represent sets of ambients sharing some
common features.

There is a subtle difference w.r.t. (Cardelli et al., 2002) and (Merro and Sassone, 2002). In
those systems, ambient types are of the schematic formamb(g,B ), whereB is the expression
of some behavioural properties concerning mobility and communication. In our proposal the
propertyB is instead (the content of) the type of the group. The typing judgmentm :amb(g,B )
becomes, in our system,m :amb(g), g :B.

The first form is more general, allowing different ambient types for the same group. In our
approach, on the other hand, a group represents a set of ambients guaranteed to share mobility
and access properties (and communication behaviour), as specified by the group’s type.

The only component of an ambient typeamb(g) or of a process typeproc(g) is a group name
g, whose type‡ G describes – in terms of other group names (possibly including the very group
g typed byG) – the properties of all the ambients and processes of that group. In a sense, groups
and group types work as indirections between types and values, so as to prevent types from
directly “pointing to” (i.e., depending on) values.

As is standard, the connection between ambients and processes is given by the fact that pro-
cesses of typeproc(g) can run safely only within ambients of typeamb(g).

‡ Observe that a group type is the type of a type, i.e., following a rather standard terminology, akind; moreover, since
it contains group names, it might be considered a “kind dependent on types”. This double level, however, is clearly
used only in a very limited and ad hoc way, with no real stratification; it is therefore justified not to use the expression
group kind, but simply stick togroup type.
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The form of capability types is a relative novelty: they are (very particular) sorts of function
types from processes to processes, corresponding to the fact that, from a syntactic point of view,
a capability turns a process into another process, designedto run in a possibly different ambient;
proc(g1) → proc(g2) is the type of a capability that, prefixed to a process of typeproc(g1),
transforms it into a process of typeproc(g2); or, viewed at runtime, the type of a capability that,
when exercised by a process of typeproc(g2), of course located in an ambient of typeamb(g2),
leaves a continuation of typeproc(g1), located in an ambient of typeamb(g1).

This form bears some non-superficial resemblance to that of (Amtoft et al., 2001), where a
capability type is a type context which, when filled with a process type, yields another process
type.

Notational Remark:we shall simply writeg both for amb(g) and forproc(g), the distinction
always being clear from the context. As a consequence, capability types will be written in the
concise formg1→ g2.

Besides, we may use the abbreviationsg-ambientsandg-processesrespectively forthe ambi-
ents of groupg andthe processes of groupg.

The communication type is completely standard: it is eitherthe atomic typeshh, denoting ab-
sence of communication, or a message type, which in turn may be an ambient type or a capability
type. Note that the typeshh, typical of ambient systems, is not the type of empty messages (which
can be used for synchronization), but the one denoting the very absence of input-output.

Finally, group types(ranged over byG) consist of four components and are of the form
gr(S , C , E , T ), whereS , C andE are sets of group names, andT is a communication type.
If g is a group of typegr(S , C , E , T ), then the intuitive meanings of the type’s components are
the following:

— S is the set of ambient groups where theg-ambients can stay;
— C is the set of ambient groups thatg-ambients can cross, i.e., those that they may be driven

into or out of, respectively, byin or out actions; clearly, it must beC ⊆ S (andC is empty
if the g-ambients are immobile);

— E is the set of ambients that (lightweight)g-processes can “enter”: more precisely, those to
which ag-process may send its continuation by means of ato action (it is empty if lightweight
g-processes are immobile);

— T is the (fixed) communication type (or topics of conversation) within g-ambients.

The information contained in theS and C components was considered also in
(Merro and Sassone, 2002).

If G = gr(S , C , E , T ) is a group type, we writeS (G), C (G), E (G), T (G) to respectively
denote the componentsS , C , E , T of G.

Though seemingly complex, group types are actually simple.From the point of view of the
type inference, theC component merely recordsin andout actions, while theE component
recordsto-moves. From the type checking perspective,C simply lists the ambient groups into
or from which a given ambient is permitted to move (driven byin or out, respectively), whileE
lists the groupsto which a given ambient may send processes.

The C component is essential for controlling ambient mobility. For instance, ambients of
a group whose group type hasC = ∅ are immobile. The novelE component is needed to
control the potentially most dangerousto-moves. SoC andE serve different purposes, and are
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not interrelated. The former is intended to control ambientmobility, the latter is relevant for
security. TheS component, on the other hand, is a superset ofC ; it is not directly connected
with security, and the reasons for its presence are not compelling (as a matter of fact, in the first
version of the system it was absent, and was added later). Nevertheless, withoutS the control of
ambient mobility is rather lop-sided, because in the standard out m construct the argumentm is
the ambient one comes out of, instead of that into which one enters (like in theto m construct).
Thus theC component cannot control which ambients are allowed to enter a given ambient from
underneath, and an additional more general set of permissions likeS is necessary. Via theS
component we require that the ambient moved by anout m capability is allowed to stay in every
ambient wherem itself is allowed to stay.

An environmentΞ consists of two components: agroup environmentΓ and avariable (and
ambient) environment∆, as defined by the following syntax:

Ξ ::= Γ; ∆ Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, g :G ∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, ξ :W

whereξ is a variable or an ambient name.§

Thedomainof an environment isDom(Ξ) = Dom(Γ) ∪ Dom(∆), where:

Dom(∅) = ∅

Dom(Γ, g :G) = Dom(Γ) ∪ {g}

Dom(∆, ξ :W ) = Dom(∆) ∪ {ξ}.

GN(G) denotes the set of all group names occurring in a group typeG, andGN(Ξ) denotes the
set of all group names occurring inΞ, not only inDom(Γ) but also in the components of the
types inΞ. Environments are considered as sets of statements, therefore modulo permutations
and duplications.

A variable environment∆ is well-formedif for eachξ ∈ Dom(∆) there is exactly one type
associated to it in∆, i.e., there cannot existξ :W1, ξ :W2 ∈ ∆ with W1 different fromW2. We
assume that all variable environments are well-formed.

Analogously, a group environmentΓ is well-formedif for eachg ∈Dom(Γ) there is exactly
one group typeG associated to it inΓ. Of course, only well-formed group environments are
allowed in a typing judgement, but we will see that (potentially) non-well-formed group envi-
ronments are used by the type inference procedure.

We use the standard notation∆, ξ : W to denote a variable environment containing a statement
ξ : W, assuming thatξ /∈Dom(∆). We writeξ : W ∈ ∆ as short for∆ = ∆′, ξ : W for some∆′.
We also writeξ : W ∈ Ξ if Ξ = Γ, ∆ andξ :W ∈ ∆. Also, we intend that the notation∆1, ∆2

represents the variable environment consisting of the set union of∆1 and∆2 (i.e., with elimina-
tion of duplicates). We adopt similar conventions for groupenvironments and environments.

The formal definition of the type assignment rules is shown inFigure 5. The system’s funda-
mental rule (AMB) is quite standard: it requires that in a termN [P ] the ambientN and its content

§ Observe that such syntactic definition ofξ as being a variable or an ambient name is exactly the same as the definition
of what an ambientN is; the reason why we introduce here a different notation is thatξ may be an ambient name, an
ambient variable or a capability variable, while forN the third alternative is clearly excluded. The two notions only
seem to coincide in the pre-term syntax because there, following a well-established use in ambient calculi, we do not
distinguish between the two kinds of variables, but we use the same lettersx, y,. . . for both (which amounts to only
having one syntactic category for all variables).
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ξ :W ∈ ∆

Γ; ∆ ` ξ :W
(VAR)

Ξ ` 0 :g
(NULL )

g2 :G2 ∈ Ξ N :g1 ∈ Ξ g1 ∈ C (G2)

Ξ ` in N :g2→ g2

(IN)

g1 :G1 ∈ Ξ g2 :G2 ∈ Ξ N :g1 ∈ Ξ g1 ∈ C (G2) S (G1) ⊆ S (G2)

Ξ ` out N :g2→ g2

(OUT)

g2 :G2 ∈ Ξ N :g1 ∈ Ξ g1 ∈ E (G2)

Ξ ` to N :g1→ g2

(TO)

Ξ ` C :g3→ g2 Ξ ` C′ :g1→ g3

Ξ ` C.C′ :g1→ g2

(PATH)

Ξ ` C :g1→ g2 Ξ ` P :g1

Ξ ` C.P :g2

(PREFIX-CAP)

Γ; ∆, x :W ` P :g g :gr(S , C , E , W ) ∈ Γ

Γ; ∆ ` (x :W )P :g
(INPUT)

Ξ ` P :g Ξ ` M :W g :gr(S , C , E , W ) ∈ Ξ

Ξ ` 〈M〉P :g
(OUTPUT)

Ξ ` P :g N :g ∈ Ξ g :G ∈ Ξ g′ ∈ S (G)

Ξ ` N [P ] :g′
(AMB)

Ξ ` P :g Ξ ` Q :g

Ξ ` P |Q :g
(PAR)

Ξ ` π P :g

Ξ `! π P :g
(REPL)

Γ; ∆, m :g′ ` P :g

Γ; ∆ ` (νm :g′)P :g
(AMBRES)

Γ, g1 :G1, . . . , gk :Gk; ∆ ` P :g gi /∈ GN(Γ; ∆) gi 6= g (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

Γ; ∆ ` (ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk})P :g
(GRPRES)

Fig. 5. Typing rules

P be of the same group, while the processN [P ], being a completely passive object, unable both
to communicate and to move other ambients, may in turn stay inany ambient of any groupg′

(i.e., it may be of any groupg′), providedits “membrane”N , of typeg, has permission from the
specificationG to stay in ag′-ambient.

Since a process executing an actionto N goes from its ambient (in)to an ambientN , the
rule (TO) states that the actionto N , if performed by ag2-process (in ag2-ambient), leaves as
continuation ag1-process, ifg1 is the group ofN and moreover is one of the groups to which
g2-processes are allowed to go (i.e., to send their continuations) by ato.

The rules (IN) and (OUT) state that a process exercising anin/out N capability does not
change its groupg2 since it does not change its enclosingg2-ambient, which must however
have permission to cross theg1-ambientN ; in the case of (OUT), moreover, theg2-ambient –
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being driven out ofN – becomes a sibling ofN , and must therefore have permission to stay
whereN stays (i.e., the conditionS (G1) ⊆ S (G2)). The analogous side condition in the rule
(IN), ensuring that the movingg2-ambient has the permission to stay inside theg1-ambientN
(g1 ∈ S (G2)) is subsumed by the conditionC (G) ⊆ S (G) on group types.

The rules (PATH) and (PREFIX-CAP) are as expected from the informal definitions of process
and capability types: kinds, respectively, of function composition and function application. The
other rules are standard: in the group restriction the set ofgroup namesg1, . . . , gk that are ab-
stracted from the environment (i.e., moved from the l.h.s. to the r.h.s. of the turnstile) cannot
contain the groupg of the restricted term.

Notice that our system has an implicit notion of subtyping, since for example we can derive
Γ, g : G; ∆ ` P : g with T (G) 6= shh also for a silent processP (i.e. for a process offering no
communication), and this allows to send silent processes toambients where the topic of conver-
sation is different fromshh.

The type assignment system is clearly syntax-directed and therefore a Generation Lemma
trivially holds.

Lemma 3.1 (Generation Lemma).

1 If Ξ ` ξ :W , thenξ :W ∈ Ξ.
2 If Ξ ` in N :g2 → g2, theng2 :G2 ∈ Ξ, andN :g1 ∈ Ξ, andg1 ∈ C (G2) for uniqueg1, G2.

3 If Ξ ` out N :g2 → g2, theng1 :G1 ∈ Ξ, andg2 :G2 ∈ Ξ, andN :g1 ∈ Ξ, andg1 ∈ C (G2),
andS (G1) ⊆ S (G2) for uniqueg1, G1, G2.

4 If Ξ ` to N :g1 → g2, theng2 :G2 ∈ Ξ, andN :g1 ∈ Ξ, andg1 ∈ E (G2) for a uniqueG2.
5 If Ξ ` C.C′ :g1→ g2, thenΞ ` C :g3→ g2, andΞ ` C′ :g1→ g3 for a uniqueg3.
6 If Ξ ` C.P :g2, thenΞ ` C :g1→ g2, andΞ ` P :g1 for a uniqueg1.
7 If Γ; ∆ ` (x : W )P : g, thenΓ; ∆, x : W ` P : g andg : gr(S , C , E , W ) ∈ Γ for unique

S , C , E .
8 If Ξ ` 〈M〉P : g, thenΞ ` P : g, andΞ ` M :W , andg :gr(S , C , E , W ) ∈ Ξ for a unique

gr(S , C , E , W ).
9 If Ξ ` N [P ] : g, thenΞ ` P : g′, andN : g′ ∈ Ξ, andg′ :G ∈ Ξ, andg ∈ S (G) for unique

g′, G.
10 If Ξ ` P |Q :g, thenΞ ` P :g, andΞ ` Q :g.
11 If Ξ ` ! π . P :g, thenΞ ` π . P :g.
12 If Γ; ∆ ` (νm :g′)P :g, thenΓ; ∆, m :g′ ` P :g.
13 If Γ, ∆ ` (ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk})P : g, thenΓ, g1 :G1, . . . , gk :Gk; ∆ ` P : g, andgi /∈

GN(Γ; ∆) andgi 6= g (1 ≤ i ≤ k).

Note that this lemma implies that every typing judgement hasa unique derivation.
It is easy to verify, by induction on derivations, that the type assignment system enjoys the

weakening and substitution properties.

Lemma 3.2 (Weakening and Substitution Lemma).Let Π denote a processP or a message
M andτ a process typeg or a message typeW :

1 If Γ; ∆ ` Π : τ , the environmentsΓ′; ∆′ are well-formed andΓ ⊆ Γ′, ∆ ⊆ ∆′, then
Γ′; ∆′ ` Π:τ .

2 If Γ; ∆, x :W ` Π:τ andΓ; ∆ ` M :W , thenΓ; ∆ ` Π{x := M} :τ .
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The usual property of subject reduction holds, which guarantees the soundness of the system
by ensuring that typing is preserved by computation and structural equivalence. Notice that we do
not need to expand environments as in (Cardelli et al., 2002), since we allow a type in a variable
environment to contain a group name even though such group isnot assigned a group type by
the associated group environment (provided this is compatible with the assignment rules), i.e.,
we allowΓ; ∆ with ξ : g ∈ ∆ even ifg 6∈ Dom(Γ).

Theorem 3.3 (Subject reduction).Let Ξ ` P :g . Then

1 P ≡ Q impliesΞ ` Q :g.
2 P → Q impliesΞ ` Q :g.

Proof. The proof is standard, by induction on the derivations ofP ≡ Q andP → Q using
the Weakening, Substitution and Generation Lemmas. We onlyconsider rule (R-to):

n[to m . P |Q] |m[R] → n[Q] |m[P |R].

If Ξ ` n[to m . P |Q] |m[R] :g, then by Lemma 3.1(10)Ξ ` n[to m . P |Q] :g andΞ ` m[R] :g.
By Lemma 3.1(9) we must haveΞ ` to m . P |Q : gn, andn : gn ∈ Ξ, andgn : Gn ∈ Ξ, and
g ∈ S (Gn), andΞ ` R : gm, andm : gm ∈ Ξ, andgm : Gm ∈ Ξ andg ∈ S (Gm), for
somegn, Gn, gm, Gm. FromΞ ` to m . P |Q : gn by Lemma 3.1(10) we haveΞ ` Q : gn and
Ξ ` to m . P :gn, which implies by Lemma 3.1(6) and (4)Ξ ` P :gm.
Rule (AMB) applied toΞ ` Q : gn givesΞ ` n[Q] : g beingn : gn ∈ Ξ, andgn : Gn ∈ Ξ, and
g ∈ S (Gn). Rule(PAR) applied toΞ ` P : gm, andΞ ` R : gm givesΞ ` P |R : gm. Since
m : gm ∈ Ξ, andgm : Gm ∈ Ξ, andg ∈ S (Gm) we can deduceΞ ` m[P |R] : g using rule
(AMB). We concludeΞ ` n[Q] |m[P |R] : g from Ξ ` n[Q] : g andΞ ` m[P |R] : g by rule
(PAR).

A process containing variables represents a set of closed processes, which can be obtained by
replacing the variables by ambient names or by closed capabilities, depending on their types. In
an untyped setting the set of possible replacements is in general infinite and never empty. On the
other hand, group environments can make impossible the replacement of capability variables.
Processes containing variables that cannot be replaced are“dead” in the sense we will discuss
in Section 4. We end the present section with some definitionsthat formalize this notion of non-
replaceable variable and the related notion ofclosingsubstitution.

Definition 3.4. [Ξ-ghost variables and processes]

1 Let Γ be a group environment. A capability typeV is Γ-ghostif there is no well-formed
environmentΓ′; ∆, with Γ′ ⊇ Γ, such that the typingΓ′; ∆ ` C : V holds for some closed
capabilityC.

2 A variablex is Γ; ∆-ghost ifx :V ∈ ∆ whereV is Γ-ghost.
3 A process isΞ-ghostif Ξ ` P :g for someg andP contains aΞ-ghost variable.

For instance, ifΞ0 = { g :gr(∅, ∅, ∅, shh)}; {x :g → g}, the variablex is Ξ0-ghost since the
typing rules prevent the possibility of defining fromgr(∅, ∅, ∅, shh) a closed capability of type
g → g (an ambientn having group typeg can neither move nor send processes). An effective
characterization of theΞ-ghost variables for a fixed environmentΞ can be given, but this is not
relevant here.
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Intuitively, a ghost type w.r.t. an environment is a type that cannot have (closed) inhabitants
w.r.t. such environment, not even by extending it. The reason why the definition only mentions
capability types is that for an arbitrary ambient typeg it is always possible to add to the environ-
ment a fresh ambient name with typeg.

If P is Ξ-ghost andP ≡ Q holds, then alsoQ is Ξ-ghost (the property of beingΞ-ghost is
preserved by structural equivalence).

Let Γ be a group environment occurring in a statement of a typing derivation andΓ′ be the
group environment used in the conclusion of the same derivation. If the typeV is Γ-ghost, then
V is alsoΓ′-ghost. More precisely we have:

Proposition 3.5. Let Γ; ∆ ` P :g be a statement occurring in a derivation ending withΓ′; ∆′ `

Q : g′. If the typeV is Γ-ghost, thenV is alsoΓ′-ghost.

Proof. We prove that there exists no closed capabilityC such thatΓe; ∆
′ ` C : V for some

Γe extendingΓ′. The proof is by induction on the deduction ofΓ′; ∆′ ` Q : g′. The base step
is whenQ coincides withP . In this case the proof follows immediately from the definition of
ghost type. As for the induction step, the only non trivial case is that of rule(GRPRES). In this

case letQ = (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))Q′. Then we have:

Γ′,
−−→
g :G(k); ∆′ ` Q′ :g gi /∈ GN(Γ′; ∆′) gi 6= g (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

Γ′; ∆′ ` (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))Q′ :g

Assume ad absurdum thatΓe is an extension ofΓ′ such thatΓe; ∆′ ` C : V for some closed
capabilityC. Since the group names−→g (k) are bound inQ, we can assume without loss of gener-

ality that they do not occur in the domain ofΓe. This implies thatΓe,
−−→
g :G(k) is well-formed. We

get by the weakening Lemma 3.2(1)Γe,
−−→
g :G(k); ∆′ ` C :V , and this contradicts the induction

hypothesis, sinceΓe,
−−→
g :G(k) is an extension ofΓ′,

−−→
g :G(k).

The next definition is useful to single out the environments which allow all non-ghost variables
to be replaced by closed messages.

Definition 3.6 (Complete environments).An environmentΞ is completeif:

1 for all x :g ∈ Ξ there isn :g ∈ Ξ for somen;
2 for all x : g→ g′ ∈ Ξ either there exists a closed capabilityC such thatΞ ` C : g→ g′ or x

is Ξ-ghost.

Definition 3.7 (Ξ-closing substitutions). Let Ξ be a complete environment. AΞ-closing substi-
tution s is a partial mapping from variables to ambient names and closed capabilities such that
Ξ ` s(x) :W wheneverx :W ∈ Ξ andx is notΞ-ghost.

It is easy to verify that aΞ-closing substitution is undefined for all and only theΞ-ghost
variables. Also, ifs is aΞ-closing substitution and we assumes(x) = x for theΞ-ghost variables
x, thenΞ ` s(P ) :g wheneverΞ ` P :g. Finally,s(P ) is a closed process iffP is notΞ-ghost.
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4. Behavioural Semantics

To develop a theory of equivalence for M3 we start as usual by a notion of observability predicate
(Milner and Sangiorgi, 1992), which denotes the possibility for a process of interacting with the
environment. For ambient calculi a standard notion of observable (Cardelli and Gordon, 1999) is
the exhibition of an ambient at the top level. Other choices of observables could be considered,
as for instance the possibility of performing anin action. The relations between these different
choices have been investigated in (Merro and Hennessy, 2002) for another variant of the ambient
calculus: all the different notions of observable are shownto lead to the same observational
equality. The same property holds for our calculus with a similar proof.

Being M3 a typed calculus, we take the following definition ofobservability of an ambient
namen w.r.t. an environmentΞ and a groupg.

Definition 4.1 (Observability). Let P be a closed process. We say thatP exhibits the ambient
namen w.r.t. an environmentΞ and a groupg (notationP ↓Ξ,g

n ) if

P ≡ (νg̃′ :G)(νp̃ :g)(n[P ′] |Q)

wheren /∈ p̃ andΞ ` P :g.
We will useP ⇓Ξ,g

n as short forP →∗ P ′ with P ′ ↓Ξ,g
n .

Note that group restrictions cannot in any way affect the computational properties of pro-
cesses. As remarked in (Cardelli et al., 2002), group restrictions are mainly a tool for preventing
restricted groups from ever being known in the outside environment, thus increasing security
against external malicious agents. But observe that a groupnameg can be restricted only if in
the variable environment there are neither variables nor ambient names whose types mentiong:
all the variables and names of this kind must have already been abstracted or restricted, so that
they are no longer visible.

To formalize the above argument, defineP as the process obtained fromP by pushing out-
wards all group restrictions. It is easy to check that

P ↓Ξ,g
n if and only if P ↓Ξ,g

n .

Furthermore ifP →∗ P ′ holds, thenP →∗ P ′ holds, and ifP →∗ Q holds, thenP →∗ P ′

holds for someP ′ such thatP ′ = Q. Therefore, group restrictions cannot change the observabil-
ity of ambient names, and in this section we are then allowed,without loss of generality, to only
consider processes with no occurrences of group restrictions. This leads to a simplified formula-
tion of the labelled transition system. Note in fact that in Figures 8, 9, 10 no labelled transition
contains group names: transitions are transparent to grouprestrictions.

Being observability relative to environments and groups,barbed bisimulation and
reduction barbed congruence(Sangiorgi and Milner, 1992) (Levi and Sangiorgi, 2003)
(Sangiorgi and Walker, 2001) are also defined w.r.t. environments and groups. More pre-
cisely, environments and groups are used both to test observability and to type the processes that
are to be compared with the enclosing contexts.

Let RΞ,g denote a relation between processes such thatP RΞ,g Q implies thatΞ ` P :g and
Ξ ` Q :g. We call it a(Ξ, g)-relation. In the following we will often consider a family of relations
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with disjoint domains indexed by the pair(Ξ, g), rather than a single relation. With some abuse
of terminology we will call them simply “relations” insteadof “families of relations”.

Definition 4.2.

1 A (Ξ, g)-relation isreduction-closedif P RΞ,g Q andP → P ′ imply the existence of some
Q′ such thatQ →∗ Q′ andP ′ RΞ,g Q′.

2 A (Ξ, g)-relation isbarb-preservingif P RΞ,g Q andP ↓Ξ,g
n imply Q⇓Ξ,g

n .

To introduce reduction barbed congruence we need the notionof a contextC[ ], defined as
usual as a process with a hole in it. As remarked above, behavioural properties are transparent to
group restrictions; in the following we will then only consider contexts with no occurrences of
group restrictions.

Following (Sangiorgi and Walker, 2001) we say that a contextis agreeingwith an environment
Ξ and a groupg, and we denote it byC[ ]Ξ,g, if the judgmentΞ′ ` C[ ] :g′, for some environment
Ξ′ and some groupg′, can be derived using the following typing rule for the hole:

Ξ ⊆ Ξ′′

Ξ′′ ` [ ] :g

In this case we say thatΞ′, g′ arecompatiblewith C[ ]Ξ,g. Notice that this impliesΞ′ ⊆ Ξ′′.
To make the notation less heavy, we will possibly omit the superscript decoration of contexts

agreeing with(Ξ, g), when obvious from the surrounding text.

Definition 4.3 (Reduction Barbed Congruence).

1 We say that a relationRΞ,g is contextualif P RΞ,g Q implies that for all contextsC[ ]Ξ,g the
relationC[P ]RΞ′,g′

C[Q] holds, for any(Ξ′, g′) compatible withC[ ]Ξ,g.
2 Reduction barbed congruence∼=Ξ,g is the maximal contextual(Ξ, g)-equivalence relation

which, when restricted to closed processes, is reduction-closed and barb-preserving.

It is worth noting that type constraints affect congruence.Similar phenomena occur for the
π-calculus, see (Sangiorgi and Walker, 2001). For example, assumeΞ ` P :g, andn:g, g:G ∈ Ξ

for somen, g, G such thatE (G) = ∅ andC (G) = ∅. Assume also thatn /∈ AN(P ). Then
(νn : g)n[P ] ∼=Ξ,g′

0, because:n is unknown to the external world, no ambient occurring in
P can crossn becausen /∈ AN(P ), n cannot move sinceC (G) = ∅, and finallyn cannot
send processes becauseE (G) = ∅. Then no interaction is possible betweenP and the external
world (this property will be formalized by Theorem 4.23(6) below). As another example, take
Ξ = {g : gr({g′}, ∅, ∅, shh)}; {n : g, x : g → g}. Now x is Ξ-ghost since in any extension ofΞ

there can be no closed message of typeg → g (see the remark after Definition 3.4). All contexts
which agree withΞ, g′ and closen[x] must be of the formC1[(x : g → g)C2[ ]Ξ,g′

]Ξ
′,g′′

. Since
there is no closed massage of typeg → g, no reduction insideC2[n[x]]Ξ,g′

] will ever be possible.
So any subterm ofC2[n[x]]Ξ,g′

] can be equivalently replaced by0.
A general result is that allΞ-ghost processes are “dead”, in the sense that they are(Ξ, g)-

reduction barbed congruent to the process0.

Lemma 4.4. If Ξ ` P :g andP is aΞ-ghost process, thenP ∼=Ξ,g 0.
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Proof. Note first that the property of beingΞ-ghost is invariant under structural equivalence.
Take the relationRΞ,g defined by:

P RΞ,g 0 if P is Ξ-ghost

and let�Ξ,g denote the least equivalence relation induced by the closure of RΞ,g under context
formation and structural equivalence. We show that�Ξ,g when restricted to closed processes is
barb-preserving and reduction-closed.

A Ξ-ghost processP contains by definition at least oneΞ-ghost variable, let it bex, and let
x :W ∈ Ξ wherex is Ξ-ghost. Then all contexts that agree withΞ andg and closeP must be of
the form:

C1[(x :W )C2[ ]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

.

If C1[(x : W )C2[P ]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

↓Ξ′′,g′′

n holds, thenC1[(x : W )C2[0]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

↓Ξ′′,g′′

n also holds, and
vice versa, as is immediate to verify.

To prove reduction closure, assumeΞ0 ` C1[(x : W )C2[P ]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

: g0. We prove that if
C1[(x : W )C2[P ]Ξ,g]Ξ

′,g′

→ R, then C1[(x : W )C2[0]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

→ R′ for someR′ such that
R �Ξ0,g0 R′.

First note that, since�Ξ,g is closed under structural equivalence, we can ignore the rule (R-≡)
and can assume that the→ reduction step has been obtained by one of the basic reduction rules
(R-in), (R-out), (R-to), (R-comm) combined with the structural rules except (R-≡). Note also
that(x :W )C2[P ]Ξ,g is either disjoint from the reduced redex or it is a proper subterm of it.

Now there are only two possible cases:

1 The reduction has been obtained by (R-in), (R-out), (R-to)or (R-comm) without affecting
C2[P ]Ξ,g. In this case we haveR = C′

1[(x :W )C2[P ]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

. Then

C1[(x :W ) C2[0]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

→ C′
1[(x :W ) C2[0]Ξ,g]Ξ

′,g′

�Ξ0,g0R

and we are done.
2 The reduction is obtained by an application of rule (R-comm) involving an input variable that

occurs inC2[P ]Ξ,g. Note that it is not possible that the communication is performed viax,
for we should have

C1[(x :W ) C2[P ]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

= C3[(x :W ) C2[P ]Ξ,g | < C > S]Ξ
′,g′

and this would implyΞ′ ` C :W for some closed capabilityC. But this is impossible since
W is Γ-ghost (whereΞ = Γ; ∆) by hypothesis, and then it isΓ′-ghost (whereΞ′ = Γ′; ∆′)
by Proposition 3.5. So we haveR = C′

1[(x : W ) C′
2[P{y := M}]Ξ,g]Ξ

′,g′

wherey 6= x and
C′
2[ ]Ξ,g = C2[ ]Ξ,g{y := M}. Obviously alsoP{y := M} is Ξ-ghost. On the other hand,

with the null process we have:

C1[(x :W )C2[0]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

→ C′
1[(x :W )C′

2[0]Ξ,g]Ξ
′,g′

and we are done.

As usual, to study reduction barbed congruences we introduce a labelled transition system,
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Labels α ::= τ | in n | out n | to n | [in n] | [out n] | [to n] | in n | to n | 〈M〉 | 〈−〉

Concretions K ::= (νgp :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q | (νgp :g)〈〈M〉〉P

Outcomes O ::= P |K

Fig. 6. Labels, concretions and outcomes

abbreviated LTS. Our labelled transitions have the form:

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

where

— P is a closed process
— the judgmentΞ ` P :g holds;
— the labelα encodes the transition of the process;
— theoutcomeO can be either aconcretion, i.e., a partial derivative which needs a contribution

from the surrounding context to be completed, or a process.

Figure 6 defines labels and concretions. In(νp̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q the processP represents the mov-
ing part and the processQ represents the remaining system not affected by the movement. In
(νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P the messageM represents the information transmitted and the processP rep-
resents the remaining system not affected by the output. In both cases̃p :g is the set of shared
private names.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 define the LTS, whereAN(α) (AN(P )) is the set of free ambient names
which occur inα (P ). Following a common practice we omit the symmetric counterparts of the
rules dealing with the parallel operator.

To avoid writing tedious side conditions in transition rules, we convene that a transition

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O is defined only for processesP such thatΞ ` P :g.
Also, we will use the following standard conventions:

— if O is the concretion(νp̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q andAN(R)∩ p̃ = ∅, thenO |R = (νp̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉(Q |R).
— if O is the concretion(νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P and AN(R) ∩ p̃ = ∅, then O |R =

(νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉(P |R).

All rules are quite standard (Levi and Sangiorgi, 2003), (Merro and Hennessy, 2002),
(Bugliesi et al., 2005). Remark that rule (τ -EXCHANGE) allows to communicate bound names.
Note moreover that the assumption that processes are well-typed inΞ has implicit effects on the
possible transitions. For instance in the rule (IN-OUT) the fact thatP has typeg′ w.r.t.Ξ implies
thatn : g′′, g′ :G ∈ Ξ for someg′′, G such thatg′′ ∈ C (G). Otherwise it would not be possible
to typeP , and then the transition would not be possible either.

Figure 7 extends the structural congruence to concretions in the standard way. We identify
concretions up toα-renaming of bound variables and bound names.

We start with a lemma that relates the structure of processeswith the labels of visible transi-
tions.

Lemma 4.5.
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P ≡ P ′, Q ≡ Q′ =⇒ 〈〈P 〉〉Q ≡ 〈〈P ′〉〉Q′ P ≡ P ′ =⇒ 〈〈M〉〉P ≡ 〈〈M〉〉P ′

O ≡ O′ =⇒ (νn :g)O ≡ (νn :g)O′ (νn :g)(νm :g′)O ≡ (νm :g′)(νn :g)O

(νn :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q ≡ 〈〈(νn :g)P 〉〉Q if n /∈ AN(Q)

(νn :g)〈〈M〉〉P ≡ 〈〈M〉〉(νn :g)P if n /∈ AN(M)

(νn :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q ≡ 〈〈P 〉〉(νn :g)Q if n /∈ AN(P )

Fig. 7. Structural congruence for concretions

(CAP-IN-OUT)

C ∈ {in n, out n}

C.P
C

−−→Ξ,g P

(CAP-TO)

to n . P
to n

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈P 〉〉0

(PATH)

C1.(C2.P )
α

−−→Ξ,g O

(C1 . C2) . P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

(IN-OUT)

P
C

−−→Ξ,g′ P ′ C ∈ {in n, out n}

m[P ]
[C]

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈m[P ′]〉〉0

(TO)

P
to n

−−→Ξ,g′ (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 m 6∈ p̃

m[P ]
[to n]

−−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉m[P2]

(CO-IN-TO)

C ∈ {in n, to n}

n[P ]
C

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈P 〉〉0

(INPUT)

Ξ `M :W

(x :W )P
〈M〉

−−→Ξ,g P{x := M}

(OUTPUT)

〈M〉P
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈M〉〉P

Fig. 8. Commitments: Visible transitions

1 If P
C

−−→Ξ,g P ′ with C ∈ {in n, out n}, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(C.Q |R) and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(Q |R) for somep̃, g̃, Q andR such thatn 6∈ p̃.

2 If P
to n
−−→Ξ,g O, thenP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(to n.Q |R) andO ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R for somep̃, g̃, Q and

R such thatn 6∈ p̃.

3 If P
[C]

−−→Ξ,g O with C ∈ {in n, out n}, thenP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[C.Q |R] |S) and O ≡

(νp̃ :g)〈〈m[Q |R]〉〉S for somep̃, g̃, m, Q, R andS such thatn 6∈ p̃.

4 If P
[to n]

−−−→Ξ,g O, thenP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.Q |R] |S) andO ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉m[R] |S for
somep̃, g̃, m, Q, R andS such thatn 6∈ p̃.

5 If P
C

−−→Ξ,g O with C ∈ {in n, to n}, thenP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[Q] |R) andO ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R

for somep̃, g̃, Q, andR such thatn 6∈ p̃.

6 If P
〈M〉

−−→Ξ,g P ′, then Ξ ` M : W , and P ≡ (νp̃ :g)((x : W )Q |R) and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(Q{x := M} |R) for somep̃, g̃, x, W , Q andR such that̃p ∩ AN(M) = ∅.

7 If P
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g O, thenP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(〈M〉Q |R) andO ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉(Q |R) for somep̃, g̃,
M , Q andR.

Proof. The proof by induction on transition rules is standard: we only notice that if

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O by rule (REPL), then P ≡ ! π . Q ≡ π . Q |P and O ≡ O′ |P and
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(τ -ENTER/τ -TO)

P
[C]

−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 Q
C

−−→Ξ,g (ν gq :g′)〈〈Q1〉〉Q2
C ∈ {in n, to n}

p̃ ∩ q̃ =AN(P ) ∩ q̃ = AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P |Q
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g, gq :g′)(n[P1 |Q1] |P2 |Q2)

(τ -EXIT )

P
[out n]

−−−−→Ξ,g′ (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 n 6∈ p̃

n[P ]
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)(P1 |n[P2])

(τ -EXCHANGE)

P
〈M〉

−−→Ξ,g P1 Q
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g (ν gq :g)〈〈M〉〉Q1 AN(P ) ∩ q̃ = ∅

P |Q
τ

−−→Ξ,g (ν gq :g)(P1 |Q1)

Fig. 9. Commitments:τ transitions

(PAR)

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

P |Q
α

−−→Ξ,g O |Q

(RES)

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O n 6∈ AN(α) Ξ = Ξ′ ∪ {n :g′}

(νn :g′)P
α

−−→Ξ′,g (νn :g′)O

(τ -AMB )

P
τ

−−→Ξ,g′ P ′

n[P ]
τ

−−→Ξ,g n[P ′]

(REPL)

π . P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

!π . P
α

−−→Ξ,g !π . P |O

Fig. 10. Commitments: Structural transitions

π . Q
α

−−→Ξ,g O′ for someπ, Q, andO′. Note that this implies thatα has one of the following
forms: in n, out n, to n, 〈M〉, 〈−〉.

Next lemma shows that structurally congruent processes have the same labelled transitions.

Lemma 4.6. If P
α

−−→Ξ,g O andP ≡ Q, then there exists anO′ such thatQ
α

−−→Ξ,g O′ and
O ≡ O′.

Proof. By induction on the derivation ofP ≡ Q we simultaneously prove the two statements:

1 if P
α

−−→Ξ,g O andP ≡ Q, then there exists anO′ such thatQ
α

−−→Ξ,g O′ andO ≡ O′.

2 if P
α

−−→Ξ,g O andQ ≡ P , then there exists anO′ such thatQ
α

−−→Ξ,g O′ andO ≡ O′.

In this way we automatically prove the base case of the symmetry law. The proofs of the many
other base cases are all standard; we just consider one subcase of point (1), the other cases being
analogous. LetP be(νn :g)(R |S), andQ be(νn :g)R |S, andn 6∈ AN(S). Then the labelled
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transition must have been derived using rule (RES). Let’s further consider the subcase in which
α = τ andΞ′ = Ξ, n :g and

R |S
τ

−−→Ξ′,g (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(m[R1 |S1] |R2 |S2)

follows from an application of rule (τ -TO) to R
[to m]
−−−→Ξ′,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2 and

S
to m
−−→Ξ′,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈S1〉〉S2, wherep̃ ∩ q̃ =AN(R) ∩ {q̃} = AN(S) ∩ {p̃} = ∅. Notice that

S
to m
−−→Ξ′,g implies by Lemma 4.5(5)m ∈ AN(S) and thereforem 6= n. By applying the rule

(RES) to R
[to m]
−−−→Ξ′,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2 we get(νn :g)R

[to m]
−−−→Ξ,g (νn :g)(νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2; so,

beingn 6∈ AN(S), we can conclude by rule (τ -TO):

(νn :g)R |S
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νn :g)(νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(m[R1 |S1] |R2 |S2)

where the term at the r.h.s. of the arrow is, with reference to1 and 2, anO′ coinciding withO.
The induction step is trivial.

Using the previous lemmas we can check that labelled transitions agree with reductions when
restricted to well-typed processes in the current environment.

Theorem 4.7.

1 If P
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q, thenP → Q.

2 If P → Q andΞ ` P :g for someg, thenP
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′ for someQ′ ≡ Q.

Proof. (1) By induction on
τ

−−→Ξ,g .
The basic cases are theτ transitions in Figure 9. We consider the rule (τ -TO): thenP isR |S, and

R
[to n]
−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2, andS

to n
−−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈S1〉〉S2 wherep̃ ∩ q̃ =AN(R) ∩ {q̃} =

AN(S) ∩ {p̃} = ∅ andQ is (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(n[R1 |S1] |R2 |S2). By Lemma 4.5(4) and (5) we
have, for somem, T andU :
R ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.R1 |T ] |U), and soR2 ≡ m[T ] |U andS ≡ (νq̃ :g′)(n[S1] |S2).

By rule (R-to) we get

P → (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(n[R1 |S1] |m[T ] |U |S2).

The induction case is trivial.
(2) By induction on→ . The only interesting case is rule (R-≡):

P ≡ P ′, P → Q, Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′

P → Q implies by inductionP
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′′ for someQ′′ ≡ Q. By Lemma 4.6 there isQ′′′

such thatP ′
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′′′ andQ′′′ ≡ Q′′≡ Q ≡ Q′ and this concludes the proof.

By comparing the definition of observability with rule (CO-IN-TO) one can easily conclude that
a namen is observable iff at least one of the two actionsin n, to n can be performed.

Proposition 4.8. P ↓Ξ,g
n if and only if P

α
−−→Ξ,g (νm̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R whereα ∈ {in n, to n} for

someQ, R.
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In order to get a labelled transition comparable with our reduction barbed congruence we fol-
low (Merro and Hennessy, 2002), (Bugliesi et al., 2005) and we define higher-order transitions
allowing us to get rid of the transitions whose outcome is a concretion rather than a process (see
Figure 11). In these transitions we use labels of the formα; Q or α; Q; R and thus transitions of
the form

P
α;Q
−−→Ξ,g P ′ or P

α;Q;R
−−−−→Ξ,g P ′

where the processesQ, R (which are required to be well-typed fromΞ with the proper group
type) represent the contribution needed from the context inorder to build fromP a well-formed
term in which actionα can fire.

We convene that a transitionP
α;Q
−−→Ξ,g P ′ or P

α;Q;R
−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ is defined only for processes

P such thatΞ ` P :g. It is easy to see that this impliesΞ ` P ′ :g′, whereg′ = g for all rules but
(HO TO) and (HO OUT), while g′ is in general different fromg in the case of these two rules.

We denote byΛ the set of all the first-order labels occurring in the rules shown in Figure 8 and
whose outcome is a process, plusτ , plus the higher-order labels occurring in the transitionsin
Figure 11. Therefore when we write

P
λ

−−→Ξ,g Q

we mean that this is either a first-order transition in Figure8 whose outcome is a process, or a
τ -transition in Figure 9, or a structural transition in Figure 10 applied to a first-order transition,
or a higher-order transition in Figure 11.

With λ ∈ Λ we convene that:

i) =⇒Ξ,g denotes
τ

−−→∗
Ξ,g;

ii)
λ

=⇒Ξ,g denotes=⇒Ξ,g

λ
−−→Ξ,g =⇒Ξ,g′ for someg′;

iii)
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g denotes=⇒Ξ,g if λ = τ and
λ

=⇒Ξ,g otherwise.

Note that in point (ii)g differs from g′ only when λ is of the form to n; Q1; m[Q2] or
[out n]; Q.

Having thus only labelled transitions from processes to processes, the standard definition of
labelled bisimulation adapts smoothly to our calculus.

Definition 4.9 (Labelled bisimilarity w.r.t. environments).

1 A symmetric(Ξ, g)-relationRΞ,g over closed processes is a(Ξ, g)-labelled bisimulationif

P RΞ,g Q andP
λ

−→Ξ′,g P ′ for someΞ′ ⊇ Ξ and someP ′ such thatΞ′ ` P ′ :g′, imply that

there existsQ′ such thatQ
λ̂

=⇒Ξ′,g Q′ andΞ′ ` Q′ :g′ andP ′ RΞ,g′

Q′.
2 Two closed processesP andQ are(Ξ, g)-labelled bisimilar, writtenP ≈Ξ,g Q, if P RΞ,g Q

for some(Ξ, g)-labelled bisimulation.

Notice that in previous definition the possibility of extending the environments is crucial, since
otherwise we would get, for example,(x :g) ≈∅;∅,g 0.

It is easy to verify that≡ is a(Ξ, g)-labelled bisimulation on closed processes typable withg

from Ξ.

Lemma 4.10.
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(HO OUTPUT)

P
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)〈〈M〉〉P ′ Ξ, x :T (G) ` Q :g

Ξ = Γ, g :G; ∆

FV (Q) ⊆ {x}

AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
〈−〉;Q

−−−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)(P ′ |Q{x := M})

(HO TO)

P
to n

−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 Ξ ` Q1 :g′ Ξ ` Q2 :g
Ξ = Γ; ∆,m :g,n :g′

AN(Q1 |Q2) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
to n;Q1;m[Q2]

−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)(n[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |Q2])

(HO [IN]/[T O]/CO-IN/CO-TO)

P
α

−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 α ∈ {[in n], [to n], in n, to n} Ξ ` Q :g′
Ξ = Γ; ∆, n :g′

AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
α;Q
−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)(n[P1 |Q] |P2)

(HO OUT)

P
[out n]

−−−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 Ξ = Γ; ∆, n :g Ξ ` Q :g AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
[out n];Q

−−−−−→Ξ,g (νgp :g)(P1 |n[P2 |Q])

Fig. 11. Commitments: Higher-Order transitions

1 If P ≡ Q andP
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′, thenQ
λ

−→Ξ,g Q′ for someQ′ ≡ P ′.
2 Ξ ` P :g andP ≡ Q imply P ≈Ξ,g Q.

Proof. (1) When λ is first-order this is Lemma 4.6. Ifλ is higher-order, all proofs are

similar. Take, for example,λ = to n; R1; m[R2]: in this caseP
λ

−→ Ξ,g P ′ implies

P
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |m[P2 |R2]). By Lemmas 4.5(2)

and 4.6Q
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈Q1〉〉Q2 and (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 ≡ (νq̃ :g′)〈〈Q1〉〉Q2. Then by rule

(HO TO) Q
λ

−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)(n[Q1 |R1] |m[Q2 |R2]).
(2) follows from (1).

In order to extend bisimilarity to open processes we need to considerΞ-ghost variables.
Lemma 4.4 proves that allΞ-ghost processes are(Ξ, g)-reduction barbed congruent (for a suit-
ableg) to the0 process. This is also substantiated by the absence of transitions from processes
that are abstractions w.r.t. ghost variables, as proved in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.11. If x is Ξ-ghost, andΞ = Ξ′, x :W , andΞ ` P :g with FV (P ) ⊆ {x}, then there

is noλ such that(x :W )P
λ

−→Ξ,g .

Proof. By inspection of the transition rules of Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 the only possible
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transitions would have label〈C〉 for some closed capabilityC such thatΞ′ ` C :W ; but such a
C does not exist, by definition ofΞ-ghost variable.

Definition 4.12 (Full bisimilarity w.r.t. environments and groups). Two processesP andQ

such thatΞ ` P : g, andΞ ` Q : g, arefully (Ξ, g)-bisimilar,P ≈Ξ,g
c Q, if one of the following

conditions holds:

1 bothP andQ areΞ-ghost;
2 bothP andQ are notΞ-ghost ands(P ) ≈Ξ′,g s(Q) for every complete environmentΞ′ such

thatΞ′ ⊇ Ξ and everyΞ′-closing substitutions;
3 P is Ξ-ghost,Q is notΞ-ghost ands(Q) ≈Ξ,g 0 for every complete environmentΞ′ such

thatΞ′ ⊇ Ξ and everyΞ′-closing substitutions;
4 Q is Ξ-ghost,P is notΞ-ghost ands(P ) ≈Ξ,g 0 for every complete environmentΞ′ such

thatΞ′ ⊇ Ξ and everyΞ′-closing substitutions.

SinceΞ′ ⊇ Ξ implies that more variables can be ghost and we quantify overless substitutions
we have that

Proposition 4.13. If P ≈Ξ,g
c Q andΞ′ ⊇ Ξ, thenP ≈Ξ′,g

c Q.

The vice versa is false, as an example takeΞ = ∅; ∆ andΞ′ = {g : gr({g′}, ∅, ∅, shh)}; ∆,
where∆ = {x : g → g, n : g}. Thenn[x] 6≈Ξ,g′

c 0 but n[x] ≈Ξ′,g′

c 0, beingx not Ξ-ghost but
Ξ′-ghost.

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.11 we have that ifx is Ξ, x : W -ghost, then(x :

W )P is fully bisimilar to0 for all P such that(x :W )P is a well-formed process.

Corollary 4.14. If x is Ξ, x :W -ghost andΞ, x :W ` P :g, then(x :W )P ≈Ξ,g
c 0.

It is easy to verify that full bisimilarity includes structural equivalence.

Lemma 4.15. Ξ ` P :g andP ≡ Q imply P ≈Ξ,g
c Q.

Proof. It follows by Lemma 4.10(2), Definition 4.12 and the fact thatthe property of being
Ξ-ghost is preserved by≡.

The following lemma is instrumental for proving that≈Ξ,g
c is closed under contexts.

Lemma 4.16.

1 If P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ andλ 6∈ {to n; Q1; m[Q2], [out n]; Q}, thenP |R
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ |R for all
processesR such thatΞ ` R :g.

2 If P
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g P ′ andλ 6∈ {to n; Q1; m[Q2], [out n]; Q}, thenP |R
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g P ′ |R for all
processesR such thatΞ ` R :g.

3 If P
to n;Q1;m[R |Q2]
−−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′, thenP |R

to n;Q1;m[Q2]
−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ for all processesR such that

Ξ ` R :g.

4 If P
[out n];Q |R

−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′, thenP |R
[out n];Q

−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ for all processesR such thatΞ ` R :g.

5 If P
〈−〉;Q

−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ andR
〈M〉
−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g)(Q{x := M} |R′), thenP |R

τ
−−→Ξ,g Q′ for

someQ′ ≡ (νr̃ :g)(P ′ |R′).
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6 If P
[C];Q
−−−→Ξ,g P ′, and R

C
−→ Ξ,g (νr̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R′ and C ∈ {in n, to n}, then

P |R
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′ for someQ′ ≡ (νr̃ :g)(P ′ |R′).

7 If P
C;Q
−−→Ξ,g P ′, and R

[C]
−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R′ and C ∈ {in n, to n}, then

P |R
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′ for someQ′ ≡ (νr̃ :g)(P ′ |R′).

8 If P
λ

−→Ξ,g Q andn 6∈ AN(λ), then(νn :g′)P
λ

−→Ξ′,g (νn :g′)Q whereΞ = Ξ′ ∪ {n :g′}.

Proof. In the all cases, when the labels are higher-order we derive the transitions of processes
and their forms by inspection of the transition rules.

If λ is a first-order label, then (1) follows from rule (PAR). Otherwiseλ = α; Q and either
P

α
−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P2, andP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(P2 |Q{x := M}) or P

α
−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2,

andP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q] |P2). In the first case we haveP |R
α

−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P2 |R by

rule (PAR), so we concludeP |R
λ

−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(P2 |Q{x := M}) |R by rule (HO OUTPUT).
Similarly in the second case.

For (2)P
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g P ′ means eitherP =⇒Ξ,g P ′ if λ = τ orP =⇒Ξ,g Q
λ

−→Ξ,g Q′ =⇒Ξ,g′ P ′

for someg′, Q, Q′. In the first case (2) follows from rule (PAR), in the second case from rule
(PAR) and (1).

For (3) we have that P
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |R |Q2]). By rule (PAR) P |R
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 |R, so

we conclude

P |R
to n;Q1;m[Q2]
−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |R |Q2]) by rule (HO TO).

The proof of (4) is similar to that of (3).
The proofs of (5), (6) and (7) are all similar: we consider (6). We have

P
[C]
−→ Ξ,g (νp̃ :g′)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g′)(n[P1 |Q] |P2). We get P |R

τ
−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g, r̃ :g′)(n[P1 |Q] |P2 |R
′) by rule (τ -ENTER) or (τ -TO).

For (8) the case ofλ first-order is immediate by rule (RES). For higher-order labels
we consider the caseλ = to q; Q1; m[Q2], since the other cases are similar. In this case

P
to q

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g′)〈〈P1〉〉P2 andQ ≡ (νp̃ :g′)(q[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |Q2]). By rule (RES) we get

(νn : g)P
to q

−−→Ξ′,g (νn : g)(νp̃ :g′)〈〈P1〉〉P2, so we conclude(νn : g)P
to q;Q1;m[Q2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ′,g (νn :

g)(νp̃ :g′)(q[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |Q2]) by rule (HO TO).

Following (Merro and Hennessy, 2002), (Bugliesi et al., 2005) we can show the closure under
contexts of≈Ξ,g

c .

Theorem 4.17. Full bisimilarity is contextual.

Proof. The proof is organized in the following three steps:

Stepa full bisimilarity is preserved by input prefixes;
Stepb full bisimilarity is preserved by capability and output prefixes and by parallel composition,

ambient construction and restriction;
Stepc full bisimilarity is preserved by replication.

Stepa. For input prefixes, we show that ifP ≈Ξ,g
c Q and eitherΞ = Ξ′, x :W or x 6∈ Ξ = Ξ′,

then(x : W )P ≈Ξ′,g
c (x : W )Q. We distinguish two cases depending on whetherP andQ are
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Ξ-ghost or not.
If P andQ are both non-Ξ-ghost and we assumeP ≈Ξ,g

c Q, by definitions(P ) ≈Ξ′′,g s(Q) for
anyΞ′′ ⊇ Ξ and any completeΞ′′-closing substitutions. This impliess(P{x := M}) ≈Ξ′′,g

s(Q{x := M}) for any completeΞ′′ ⊇ Ξ and anyΞ′′-closing substitutions and anyx, M such
that eitherx : W ∈ Ξ or x 6∈ Ξ and in both casesΞ′′ ` M : W for someW . We conclude that
(x :W )P ≈Ξ′,g

c (x :W )Q.
Notice that if a processR is Ξ-ghost andΞ ` R : g, then either(x : W )R is Ξ-ghost orx is a
Ξ-ghost variable and therefore by Corollary 4.14(x : W )R ≈Ξ′,g 0. We conclude that if one
betweenP andQ is Ξ-ghost andP ≈Ξ,g

c Q, then(x :W )P ≈Ξ′,g
c (x :W )Q.

Stepb. Since we know that≈Ξ,g
c is preserved by input prefixes, we can consider≈Ξ,g . We

define./Ξ,g as thecontextualclosure of≈Ξ,g w.r.t. capability and output prefixes and by parallel
composition, ambient construction and restriction, i.e.,as the least symmetric relation such that:

1 ≈Ξ,g ⊆./Ξ,g;
2 P ./Ξ,g Q andΞ ` C :g→ g′ imply C . P ./Ξ,g′

C . Q;
3 P ./Ξ,g Q, andΞ ` M :W , andΞ ` g :gr(S , C , E , W ) imply 〈M〉P ./Ξ,g 〈M〉Q;
4 P ./Ξ,g Q andΞ ` R :g imply P |R ./Ξ,g Q |R andR |P ./Ξ,g R |P ;
5 P ./Ξ,g Q, andn :g ∈ Ξ, andg :G ∈ Ξ, andg′ ∈ S (G) imply n[P ] ./Ξ,g′

n[Q];
6 P ./Ξ,g Q andΞ = Γ; ∆, n :g′ imply (νn :g′)P ./Γ;∆,g (νn :g′)Q.

By adapting the definition of (Sangiorgi and Milner, 1992), we say that./Ξ,g is a(Ξ, g)-labelled

bisimulation up to≡ if it is symmetric andP ./Ξ,g Q andP
λ

−→Ξ′,g P ′ for someΞ′ ⊇ Ξ and

someP ′, g′ such thatΞ′ ` P ′ :g′, imply that there existP ′′, Q′, Q′′ such thatQ
λ̂

=⇒Ξ′,g Q′ and
Ξ′ ` Q′ : g′ andP ′ ≡ P ′ ./Ξ′,g′

Q′′ ≡ Q′. It is clearly enough to show that./Ξ,g is a (Ξ, g)-
labelled bisimulation up to≡, since this implies./Ξ,g⊆≈Ξ,g , and we conclude./Ξ,g=≈Ξ,g

which proves that≈Ξ,g (and then≈Ξ,g
c ) is preserved by the listed process constructors. The

proof is by induction on the definition of./Ξ,g using Lemma 4.16.
(1) follows by definition.

As for (2), notice that ifC . P
λ

−→Ξ,g′ P ′, then eitherλ ∈ {in n, out n}, andP ′ ≡ P or λ =

to n; R1; m[R2], andP ′ ≡ n[P |R1] |m[R2]. Since alsoC . Q
C
−→Ξ,g′ Q for C ∈ {in n, out n}

and to n . Q
to n;R1;m[R2]

−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g n[Q |R1] |m[R2] we are done using contextuality of./. The
proof of (3) is similar and simpler.

For (4) we need to consider many different subcases:

— If P |R
λ

−→Ξ,g P |R′ becauseR
λ

−→Ξ,g R′ andλ 6∈ {to n; S1; m[S2], [out n]; S} the proof
follows trivially by Lemma 4.16(1) and contextuality of./.

— Let P |R
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ |R becauseP
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ andλ 6∈ {to n; S1; m[S2], [out n]; S}. Then

by inductionQ
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ for someQ′ such thatP ′ ./Ξ,g Q′. By Lemma 4.16(2) we get

Q |R
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ |R, and thenP ′ |R ./Ξ,g Q′ |R.

— Let P |R
to n;S1;m[S2]

−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g R′ becauseR
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2. Then Ξ ` P :

g, and Ξ = Γ; ∆, m : g, n : g′, and Ξ ` S1 : g′, and Ξ ` S2 : g,
and R′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[R1 |S1] |m[P |R2 |S2]). By rule (PAR) we have Q |R

to n
=⇒

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉Q |R2, and then by rule (HO TO) we get Q |R
to n;S1;m[S2]

=⇒
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Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[R1 |S1] |m[Q |R2 |S2]), so we are done by the contextuality of./.

The proof in caseP |R
[out n];S

−−−−−−→Ξ,g R′ becauseR
[out n]
−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2 is similar.

— Let P |R
to n;S1;m[S2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP

to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2. Then Ξ ` R : g,

and Ξ = Γ; ∆, m : g, n : g′, and Ξ ` S1 : g′, and Ξ ` S2 : g, and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |S1] |m[P2 |R |S2]). By rule (HO TO) we getP
to n;S1;m[R |S2]
−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′. Then

by inductionQ
to n;S1;m[R |S2]

=⇒ Ξ,g Q′ for someQ′ such thatP ′ ./Ξ,g′′

Q′ for someg′′. By

Lemma 4.16(3) we haveQ |R
to n;S1;m[S2]

=⇒ Ξ,g Q′, so we are done.

The proof in caseP |R
[out n];S

−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP
[out n]
−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 is similar.

— Let P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP
[C]

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, andR
C

−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g′)〈〈R1〉〉R2

andC ∈ {in n, to n}. ThenP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g, r̃ :g′)(n[P1 |R1] |P2 |R2). By rule (HO [IN]) or

(HO [TO]) we getP
[C];R1

−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2). Then by inductionQ
[C];R1

=⇒ Ξ,g Q′

for someQ′ such that(νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2) ./Ξ,g Q′. By Lemma 4.16(6) we have
Q |R =⇒Ξ,g Q′′ for someQ′′ ≡ (νr̃ :g′)(Q′ |R2) and this concludes the proof by con-
textuality of./.

The proof in caseP |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP
〈M〉
−−→Ξ,g P1 andR

〈−〉
−−→Ξ,g (ν q̃ :g′)〈〈M〉〉R1

is similar.

— Let P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP
C

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, andR
[C]

−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g′)〈〈R1〉〉R2

andC ∈ {in n, to n}. ThenP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g, r̃ :g′)(n[P1 |R1] |P2 |R2). By rule (HO CO-IN) or

(HO CO-TO) we getP
C;R1

−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2). Then by inductionQ
C;R1

=⇒Ξ,g Q′

for someQ′ such that(νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2) ./Ξ,g Q′. By Lemma 4.16(7) we have
Q |R =⇒Ξ,g (νr̃ :g′)(Q′ |R2) and this concludes the proof by contextuality of./.

The proof in case P |R
τ

−→ Ξ,g P ′ because P
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g ; P1 and

R
〈M〉
−−→Ξ,g (ν q̃ :g′)〈〈M〉〉R1 is similar.

Point (5) also requires to examine different cases:

— The casem[P ]
τ

−→Ξ,g m[P ′] becauseP
τ

−→Ξ,g′ P ′ is trivial.

— Let m[P ]
[in n];R
−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP

in n
−→ Ξ,g′ P1, andΞ = Γ; ∆, n : g′, andΞ ` R :

g′. ThenP ′ ≡ n[m[P1] |R]. By inductionQ =⇒ Ξ,g′ S
in n
−→ Ξ,g′ V =⇒ Ξ,g′ Q1 and

P1 ./Ξ,g′

Q1 for someS, V, Q1. By rule (τ -AMB) m[Q] =⇒Ξ,g m[S]. By rules (IN) and

(HO [IN]) m[S]
[in n];R
−−−−−→Ξ,g n[m[V ] |R]. By rules (τ -AMB) and (PAR) n[m[V ] |R] =⇒

Ξ,g n[m[Q1] |R]. This concludes the proof by contextuality of./.

— Let m[P ]
[to n];R
−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP

to n
−→ Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, and Ξ = Γ; ∆, n : g′,

and Ξ ` R : g′. ThenP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R] |m[P2]). By rule (HO TO) P
to n;R;m[0]

−→

Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R] |m[P2 | 0]) ≡ P ′. By inductionQ =⇒Ξ,g′ S
to n;R;m[0]

−→ Ξ,g′ V =⇒

Ξ,g′′ Q′ andP ′ ./Ξ,g′′

Q′ for someg′′, S, V, Q′. By rule (τ -AMB) m[Q] =⇒Ξ,g m[S]. If

S
to n;R;m[0]

−→ Ξ,g′ V , thenS
to n
−→Ξ,g′ (νs̃ :g′′)〈〈S1〉〉S2 andV ≡ (νs̃ :g′′)(n[S1 |R] |m[S2]).
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By rule (TO) m[S]
[to n]
−→Ξ,g (νs̃ :g′′)〈〈S1〉〉m[S2] and by rule (HO [TO]) m[S]

[to n];R
−→ Ξ,g V

and this concludes the proof.

— Let m[P ]
α;R
−−→Ξ,g P ′ sinceP

α
−→ Ξ,g′ O1, andα ∈ {in m, to m}, andΞ = Γ, g′′ :

G; ∆, m : g′, n : g′′, andg ∈ S (G), andg′ ∈ C (G) if α = in m, andg′ ∈ E (G) if
α = to m, andΞ ` R : g′. ThenO1 ≡ 〈〈m[P ]〉〉0 andP ′ ≡ m[P |R]. By rule (CO-IN-TO)
we getm[Q]

α
−→Ξ,g 〈〈m[Q]〉〉0. Then using either (HO CO-IN) or (HO CO-TO) we get

m[Q]
α;R
−−→Ξ,g m[Q |R]. This concludes the proof by contextuality of./.

— Let m[P ]
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ sinceP
[out m]
−→ Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2. ThenP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(P1 |m[P2])

andm 6∈ p̃. By rule (HO OUT) P
[out m];0
−→ Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)(P1 |m[P2 | 0]) ≡ P ′. By induction

Q =⇒Ξ,g′ S
[out m];0
−→ Ξ,g′ V =⇒Ξ,g′′ Q′ andP ′ ./Ξ,g′′

Q′ for someg′′, S, V, Q′. By rule

(τ -AMB) m[Q] =⇒Ξ,g m[S]. If S
[out m];0
−→ Ξ,g′ V , thenS

[out m]
−→ Ξ,g′ (νs̃ :g′′)〈〈S1〉〉S2 and

V ≡ (νs̃ :g′′)(S1 |m[S2]). By rule (τ -EXIT ) m[S]
τ

−→Ξ,g V and this concludes the proof.

For (6) we also have several cases. Let(νn : g′)P
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ since

P
to m
−−→Ξ′,g (νp̃ :g′′)〈〈P1〉〉P2 where Ξ′ = Ξ, n : g′. Then P ′ ≡ (νn : g′)P ′′ and

P
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ′,g P ′′ whereP ′′ ≡ (νp̃ :g′′)(m[P1 |R1]q[P2 |R2]). By inductionQ =⇒

Ξ′,g S
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ′,g V =⇒ Ξ′,g′′ Q′′ andP ′′ ./Ξ′,g′′

Q′′ for someg′′, S, V, Q′′. Being
n bound we can assumen 6∈ AN(to m; R1; q[R2]). By Lemma 4.16(8)(νn : g)Q =⇒Ξ,g (νn :

g)S
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νn :g)V =⇒Ξ,g′′ (νn :g)Q′′ and(νn :g)Q′′ ./Ξ,g′′

(νn :g)P ′′ ≡ P ′ by
contextuality of./. The proof in the other cases is similar and simpler.

Stepc. Note first that the operator! can be applied only to guarded processes. So we can
assume that bothP andQ are guarded, and then that they cannot doτ -transitions. We consider
the relation.̂/Ξ,g defined as./Ξ,g plus a rule for replication.

1 ≈Ξ,g ⊆ .̂/
Ξ,g;

2 P .̂/
Ξ,g

Q andΞ ` C :g→ g′ imply C . P .̂/
Ξ,g′

C . Q;
3 P .̂/

Ξ,g
Q, andΞ ` M :W , andΞ ` g :gr(S , C , E , W ) imply 〈M〉P .̂/

Ξ,g
〈M〉Q;

4 P .̂/
Ξ,g

Q andΞ ` R :g imply P |R.̂/
Ξ,g

Q |R andR |P .̂/
Ξ,g

R |P ;

5 P .̂/
Ξ,g

Q, andn :g ∈ Ξ, andg :G ∈ Ξ, andg′ ∈ S (G) imply n[P ].̂/
Ξ,g′

n[Q];
6 P .̂/

Ξ,g
Q andΞ = Γ; ∆, n :g′ imply (νn :g′)P .̂/

Γ;∆,g
(νn :g′)Q;

7 P ≈Ξ,g Q implies!P .̂/
Ξ,g

!Q, whereP, Q are prefixed processes.

We prove that

— if P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ whereλ 6= τ , thenQ
λ

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ andP ′ ≈Ξ,g .̂/
Ξ,g

≈Ξ,g Q′

— if P
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′, thenQ =⇒Ξ,g Q′ andP ′ ≡ .̂/
Ξ,g

≡ Q′

— if Q
λ

−→Ξ,g Q′ whereλ 6= τ , thenP
λ

=⇒Ξ,g P ′ andQ′ ≈Ξ,g .̂/
Ξ,g

≈Ξ,g P ′

— if Q
τ

−→Ξ,g Q′, thenP =⇒Ξ,g P ′ andQ′ ≡ .̂/
Ξ,g

≡ P ′.

From above we can conclude that̂./
Ξ,g is a bisimilarity by using the exercise 2.4.64

of (Sangiorgi and Walker, 2001), and hence,.̂/
Ξ,g

=≈Ξ,g .

The proofs for the first six cases, for both
λ

−→Ξ,g and
τ

−→Ξ,g , are exactly as instepb, taking
into account that≡ is included in≈Ξ,g for suitableΞ, g by Lemma 4.10.
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For (7), let!P
α

−→Ξ,g P ′ becauseP
α

−→Ξ,g P1 whereα 6= τ is a first-order label. ThenP ′ ≡

!P |P1. By definitionQ
α

−→Ξ,g S =⇒Ξ,g Q1 andP1 ≈Ξ,g Q1 for someS, Q1. By rules (REPL)
and (PAR) !Q

α
−→Ξ,g !Q |S=⇒Ξ,g !Q |Q1. Lastly note that!P |P1 ≈Ξ,g !P |Q1.̂/

Ξ,g
!Q |Q1

since instepb we proved that≈Ξ,g is preserved by parallel composition. This is indeed the
reason to keep the stepsb andc separate.

Otherwise let!P
λ

−→ Ξ,g P ′ whereλ is a higher-order label: we only give the proof for

λ = to n; R1; m[R2], since the other cases are similar and simpler. Let!P
to n;R1;m[R2]

−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′

becauseP
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2. Then P ′ = (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1]m[P2 | !P |R2]. By rule

(HO TO) P
to n;R1;m[!Q |R2]
−−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′′ where P ′′ = (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1]m[P2 | !Q |R2]. No-

tice that P ′.̂/
Ξ,g

P ′′ by definition of .̂/
Ξ,g. SinceQ cannot do silent actions, by induction

Q
to n;R1;m[!Q |R2]

−−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g Q′ =⇒ Ξ,g′′ Q′′ for some g′′, Q′, Q′′ such thatP ′′ ≈Ξ,g′′

Q′′.

If Q
to n;R1;m[!Q |R2]

−→ Ξ,g Q′, then by Lemma 4.16(3)Q | !Q
to n;R1;m[R2]

−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g Q′ and by

Lemma 4.10(1)!Q
to n;R1;m[R2]
−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g S′ for someS′ ≡ Q′ andQ′ =⇒Ξ,g′′ T for someT ≡ Q′′

and so we are done.

Full bisimilarity is sound but not complete w.r.t. the reduction barbed congruence.

Theorem 4.18 (Soundness of full bisimilarity). If P ≈Ξ,g
c Q, thenP ∼=Ξ,g Q.

Proof. By Theorem 4.17 it is enough to show that≈Ξ,g
c is reduction-closed and barb-

preserving when restricted to closed processes. TakeP, Q closed and assumeP ≈Ξ,g Q.
If P → P ′, by Theorem 4.7(2)P

τ
−→Ξ,g P ′′ for someP ′′ ≡ P ′. SinceP ≈Ξ,g Q, there

existsQ′ such thatQ =⇒Ξ,g Q′ andP ′′ ≈Ξ,g Q′. ThusP ′ ≈Ξ,g Q′, since clearly≈Ξ,g up to
≡ coincides with≈Ξ,g .

If P ↓n, then, by Proposition 4.8, and rules (HO CO-IN), (HO CO-TO) P
C;R
−−→Ξ,g S, where

C ∈ {in n, to n}, for someR, S. SinceP ≈Ξ,g Q we know thatQ
C;R
==⇒ S′ for someS′ ≈Ξ,g

S, from whichQ⇓n, as desired.

The failure of completeness is due to the fact that contexts are insensitive to movements of re-
stricted ambients and to sending dead processes. For example no context can distinguish between
the processes:

(νn :g)(n[in m]) (νn :g)(n[out m]) (νn :g)(n[to m]) 0

which are not fully bisimilar. We conjecture that we could obtain a complete labelled transition
system by refining the notion of bisimilarity so that it distinguishes between visible and invisible
transitions, in the line of (Merro and Zappa Nardelli, 2005).

We end this section by discussing some properties of processes and ambients in a fixed envi-
ronment; they will allow us to prove a few interesting algebraic laws.

As a matter of fact, using higher-order transitions we can define some useful notions about
ambients and processes, which have natural sufficient conditions in terms of type information.

We writeP =⇒Ξ,g
in n
−→Ξ,g O as short forP =⇒Ξ,g Q

in n
−→Ξ,g O for someQ.

Definition 4.19. Let Ξ ` P :g. We say that
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1 A processP is a (Ξ, g)-mover if P =⇒Ξ,g
in n
−→Ξ,g P ′ or P =⇒Ξ,g

out n
−→Ξ,g P ′ for some

n, P ′;
2 A processP is a(Ξ, g)-sender ifP =⇒Ξ,g

to n
−→Ξ,g O for somen, O;

3 A processP is a(Ξ, g)-communicator ifP =⇒Ξ,g

〈M〉
−→Ξ,g P ′ or P =⇒Ξ,g

〈−〉
−→Ξ,g O for

someM, P ′, O;

4 An ambientn is (Ξ, g)-mobile if n[P ]
[in m]
−→ Ξ′,g O for someP, m, O and well-formed

Ξ′ ⊇ Ξ.

In point (4) we have chosen the action
[in m]
−→Ξ,g to characterize mobility of ambients since one can

easily see that ifn[P ]
[out m]
−→ Ξ,g O for some processP and concretionO, thenn[P ′]

[in m]
−→Ξ,g O′

for some processP ′ and concretionO′. The vice versa is not true, since the conditions of the
typing rule (OUT) are more restrictive than those of the typing rule (IN). In point 4 we take
Ξ′ ⊇ Ξ since we want ambient properties to be preserved when ambients are included in contexts.
Without that condition an ambient could be moved, for instance, by a parallel process. In fact
assume thatΞ containsn : g′, g′ :G with C (G) = {g′′}, but no ambient of typeg′′. Then there

is nom such thatn[P ]
[in m]
−→ Ξ,g O; but if we taken[ ] | (νm : g′′)m[to n . in m], we see thatn[ ]

can be moved insidem.
Types give necessary conditions for the process properties, as stated in the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.20. Let Ξ ` P :g andΞ = Γ, g :G; ∆.

1 If P is a(Ξ, g)-mover, thenC (G) 6= ∅;
2 If P is a(Ξ, g)-sender, thenE (G) 6= ∅;
3 If P is a(Ξ, g)-communicator, thenT (G) 6= shh.

Ambient mobility can be fully characterized by types.

Lemma 4.21. Let Ξ = Γ, g : G; ∆, n : g andg′ ∈ S (G). An ambientn is (Ξ, g′)-mobile iff
C (G)6=∅.

Proof. Assumen[P ]
[in m]
−→ Ξ′,g′ O for someΞ′ ⊇ Ξ, this impliesP ≡ (νp̃ :g′′)(in m.Q |R)

for somep̃, g̃′′, Q, R by Lemma 4.5(3). By definitionΞ′ ` n[P ] : g′, so by Theorem 3.3(1) and
Lemma 3.1(9) we getΞ′ ` (νp̃ :g′′)(in m.Q |R) :g andg′ ∈ S (G). We getΞ′, p̃ :g′′ ` in m.Q :

g by Lemma 3.1(12) and (10), which impliesΞ′, p̃ :g′′ ` in m : g → g, andm : gm ∈ Ξ′, and
gm ∈ C (G) by Lemma 3.1(6) and (2).

Vice versa takegm such thatgm ∈ C (G) and define∆′ = ∆ if m :gm ∈ ∆ for some ambient

m and∆′ = ∆, m : gm otherwise, wherem is fresh for∆. We getn[in m.0]
[in m]
−→Ξ′,g′ 〈〈n[0]〉〉0

whereΞ′ = Γ, g :G; ∆′, n :g.

By means of the previous definitions we can formulate a numberof algebraic laws about pro-
cesses. Some of them will be used in the following section. A preliminary lemma is instrumental
for their proofs.

Lemma 4.22.

1 If P
α

−→ Ξ,g P ′, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(πS |R), and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(S |R) for some
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p̃, g̃, π, S, R and for allR′ such thatΞ ` (νp̃ :g)(πS |R′) : g we get(νp̃ :g)(πS |R′)
α

−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(πS |R′).

2 If P
〈−〉;Q
−→ Ξ,g P ′, thenP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(〈M〉S |R), andP ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(S |Q{x := M} |R)

for some p̃, g̃, M, S, R and for all R′ such thatΞ ` (νp̃ :g)(〈M〉S |R′) : g we get

(νp̃ :g)(〈M〉S |R′)
〈−〉;Q
−→ Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(S |Q{x := M} |R′).

3 If P
to n;Q1;m[Q2]

−→ Ξ,g P ′, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(to n.S |R), and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(n[S |Q1] |m[R |Q2]) for some p̃, g̃, S, R and for all R′ such that

Ξ ` (νp̃ :g)(to n.S |R′) : g we get (νp̃ :g)(to n.S |R′)
to n;Q1;m[Q2]

−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[S |Q1] |m[R′ |Q2]).

4 If P
[in n];Q
−→ Ξ,g P ′, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[in n.S1 |S2] |R), and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(n[m[S1 |S2] |Q] |R) for some p̃, g̃, m, S1, S2, R and for all S′
2, R

′ such that

Ξ ` (νp̃ :g)(m[in n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′) : g we get (νp̃ :g)(m[in n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′)
[in n];Q
−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[m[S1 |S
′
2] |Q] |R′).

5 If P
[to n];Q
−→ Ξ,g P ′, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.S1 |S2] |R), and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(n[S1 |Q] |m[S2] |R) for some p̃, g̃, m, S1, S2, R and for all S′
2, R

′ such that

Ξ ` (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′) : g we get (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′)
[to n];Q
−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[S1 |Q] |m[S′
2] |R

′).

6 If P
α;Q
−→ Ξ,g P ′ with α ∈ {in n, to n}, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[S] |R), and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(n[S |Q] |R) for somep̃, g̃, S, R and for allS′, R′ such thatΞ ` (νp̃ :g)(n[S′] |R′) :g

we get(νp̃ :g)(n[S′] |R′)
α;Q
−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[S′ |Q] |R′).

7 If P
[out n];Q
−→ Ξ,g P ′, then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S2] |R), and P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(m[S1 |S2] |n[R |Q]) for some p̃, g̃, m, S1, S2, R and for all S′
2, R

′ such that

Ξ ` (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′) : g we get (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′)
[out n];Q
−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(m[S1 |S
′
2] |n[R′ |Q]).

Proof. We show (7), the other proofs being similar. IfP
[out n];Q
−→ Ξ,g P ′, then

by rule (HO OUT) and Lemma 4.5(3) we getP ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S2] |R),
and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[S1 |S2] |n[R |Q]) for some p̃, g̃, m, S1, S2, R. Moreover if

Ξ ` (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′) : g we get (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′)
[out n]
−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈(m[S1 |S
′
2]〉〉R

′ by rules (CAP-OUT), (OUT), (PAR), and (RES) and

therefore by rule (HO OUT) we conclude (νp̃ :g)(m[out n.S1 |S
′
2] |R

′)
[out n];Q
−→

Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(m[S1 |S
′
2] |n[R′ |Q]).

In points (1), (3) and (4) of the following theorem we need to put some restrictions on the
possible occurrences of the ambient namedm. This is accomplished by different conditions on
m which are instrumental to the use of point (3) in the firewall example (Subsection 5.1) and of
point (4) in the encoding ofπ-calculus (Subsection 5.2).

Theorem 4.23.Let the LHS and RHS of the following equalities be well-typedclosed processes
with typeg from Ξ. Then we have:

1 Let Ξ′ = Ξ, m : g′. If Q has onlyτ transitions,m is not (Ξ′, g)-mobile, andR contains
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occurrences ofm only in capabilities, then:

(νm :g′)((νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]) ∼=Ξ,g (νm :g′)(m[(νn :g′′)(n[P |Q]) |R])

2 . If Q has onlyτ transitions, andm is not(Ξ, g)-mobile, then:

m[(νn :g′)(n[out m . P |Q]) |R] ∼=Ξ,g (νn :g′)(n[P |Q]) |m[R]

3 LetΞ′ = Ξ, m :g′. If m, n are not(Ξ′, g)-mobile andQ, R contain occurrences ofm only in
capabilities, then:

(νm :g′)(n[to m . P |Q] |m[R]) ∼=Ξ,g (νm :g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R])

4 Let Ξ′ = Ξ, m : g′, n : g′′. If m is not (Ξ′, g)-mobile and the ambient names inQ, R are
neitherm nor variables, then:

(νm :g′)((νn :g′′)(n[to m . P ]) |m[R] |Q) ∼=Ξ,g (νm :g′)((νn :g′′)(n[ ] |m[P |R]) |Q)

5 LetΞ′ = Ξ, n :g′. If n 6∈ AN(R) andR is not a(Ξ′, g′)-communicator, then:

(νn :g′)(n[(x :W )P | 〈M〉Q |R]) ∼=Ξ,g (νn :g′)(n[P{x := M} |Q |R])

6 Let Ξ′ = Ξ, n : g′. If n 6∈ AN(P ), andP is neither a(Ξ′, g′)-sender nor a(Ξ′, g′)-mover,
then:

(νn :g′)(n[P ]) ∼=Ξ,g 0.

Proof. Let IΞ,g denote the identity relation on processes typeable byg in the environmentΞ.
For (1) take

BΞ,g = IΞ,g∪

{(νm :g′)C[(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 ,

(νm :g′)C[(m[(νn :g′′)n[P |Q]) |R]]Ξ0,g0}

wheren, m, Q, R satisfy the hypothesis of (1) withΞ′, g replaced byΞ0, g0, andC[ ]Ξ0,g0

is a closed context built only by name restrictions, ambientformation and parallel compo-
sition, which contains occurrences ofm only in capabilities, and such thatΞ ` C[(νn :

g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 : g. We show thatB is a bisimulation and then it is included
in ≈c .

ForBΞ,g to be a bisimulation, it must satisfy:

T
λ

−→Ξ,g T ′ andTBΞ,gU imply U
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g U ′ for someT ′BΞ,gU ′ (4.1)

U
λ

−→Ξ,g U ′ andTBΞ,gU imply T
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g T ′ for someT ′BΞ,gU ′ (4.2)

If (T, U) ∈ IΞ,g the property is immediate. Otherwise the proof of (4.2) is trivial sinceT
τ

−→

Ξ,g U . For (4.1) letT
λ

−→ Ξ,g T ′: the proof is by cases onλ. We only consider: the case
λ = to q; V1; r[V2], which is paradigmatic for higher-order transitions involving only the context;
the caseλ = [to q]; V , which is the only higher-order transition involvingm[R]; and finally, the
caseλ = τ .
First notice that, by looking at the transition rules one caneasily see that:
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— sinceQ has onlyτ -transitions, the only transitions of(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) are:

(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q])
[in m];V
−→ Ξ0,g0

m[(νn :g′′)(n[P |Q]) |V ]

(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q])
τ

−→Ξ0,g0
(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q′])

— sincem is not(Ξ0, g0)-mobile, the only transitions ofm[R] are:

m[R]
[out m];0
−→ Ξ0,g0

m[R1] | p[R2]

m[R]
[to q];V
−→ Ξ0,g0

q[R1 |V ] |m[R2]

m[R]
C;V
−→Ξ0,g0

m[R |V ]

m[R]
τ

−→Ξ0,g0
m[R′]

whereC ∈ {in m, to m}, for somep 6= m (sinceR containsm only inside capabilities),
q, R1, R2, R

′.

Case (i):T
to q;V1;r[V2]

−→ Ξ,g T ′. By Lemma 4.22(3)T ≡ (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(to q.S |Z),
and T ′ ≡ (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(q[S |V1] | r[Z |V2]) for some r, S, Z. This im-
plies C[(νn : g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 ≡ (νp̃ :g)(to q.S |Z) and Z ≡

C1[(νn : g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 for some contextC1[ ]. By Lemma 4.22(3)

(νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(to q.S | C1[m[(νn : g′′)(n[P |Q]) |R]]Ξ0,g0)
to q;V1;r[V2]

−→ Ξ,g (νm :

g′)(νp̃ :g)(q[S |V1] | r[C1[m[(νn : g′′)(n[P |Q]) |R]]Ξ0,g0 |V2]) ≡ U ′ and T ′BΞ,gU ′ via
the context(νp̃ :g)(q[S |V1] | r[C1[ ]Ξ0,g0 |V2]).

Case (ii):T
[to q];V
−→ Ξ,g T ′. By Lemma 4.22(5)T ≡ (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(r[to q.S1 |S2] |Z),

and T ′ ≡ (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(r[S1] | q[S2 |V ] |Z) for some r, S1, S2, Z. Then either
C[(νn : g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 ≡ (νp̃ :g)(r[to q.S1 |S2] |Z) and Z ≡ C1[(νn :

g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 for some contextC1[ ], or elser = m andR ≡ to q.S1 |S2 and
Z ≡ (νn : g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |Z ′ for someZ ′. In the first case the proof is similar to that of
case (i). In the second caseU ≡ (νm :g′)(νp̃ :g)(m[to q.S1 |S2 | (νn :g′′)(n[P |Q])] |Z ′) so by

Lemma 4.22(5)U
[to q];V
−→ Ξ,g (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(m[S1 | (νn : g′′)(n[P |Q])] | q[S2 |V ] |Z ′) ≡ U ′

andT ′BΞ,gU ′ via the context(νp̃ :g)([ ]Ξ0,g0 | q[S2 |V ] |Z ′).

Case (iii): T
τ

−→ Ξ,g T ′. The only interesting sub-cases are those in which the
transition involves both the context and the processm[R], i.e., when T ≡ C′[(νn :

g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R] |Z]Ξ0,g0 and:

(iii.1) R ≡ to q . R1 |R2, Z ≡ q[Z ′], T ′ ≡ C′[(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R2] | q[R1 |Z
′]]Ξ0,g0

or
(iii.2) Z ≡ q[in m . Z1 |Z2], T

′ ≡ C′[(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R | q[Z1 |Z2]]]
Ξ0,g0 or

(iii.3) Z ≡ q[to m . Z1 |Z2], T
′ ≡ C′[(νn :g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R |Z1] | q[Z2]]

Ξ0,g0 or
(iii.4) R ≡ q[out m . R1 |R2] |R3, Z ≡ 0, T ′ ≡ C′[(νn :

g′′)(n[in m . P |Q]) |m[R3] | q[R1 |R2]]
Ξ0,g0

Notice that in all casesq 6= m since bothR and C[ ] containm only inside capabilities.
In case (iii.1) U ≡ C′[m[to q . R1 |R2 | (νn : g′′)(n[P |Q])] | q[Z ′]]Ξ0,g0 and so by rules
(CAP-TO), (TO), (PAR), (RES), (τ -TO) and (AMB) we get U

τ
−→ Ξ,g C′[m[R2 | (νn :
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g′′)(n[P |Q])] | q[R1 |Z
′]]Ξ0,g0 . ThenT ′BΞ,gU ′ via the contextC′[[ ]Ξ0,g0 | q[R1 |Z

′]]Ξ0,g0 . The
contextC′[ ] satisfies again the condition thatm occurs only within capabilities.

The proofs of the other cases are similar.

The proof of (2) is similar and simpler than the one of (1).

For (3) assumeg :G, g′ :G′ ∈ Ξ and take

BΞ,g = IΞ,g∪

{(νm :g′)C[n[to m . P |Q] |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 ,

(νm :g′)C[n[Q] |m[P |R]]Ξ0,g0}

where n, m, Q, R satisfy the hypothesis of (3) withΞ′, g replaced byΞ0, g0, and
C[ ]Ξ0,g0 is a closed context built only by name restrictions, ambientformation and paral-
lel composition, which contains occurrences ofm only in capabilities, and such thatΞ `

C[n[to m . P |Q] |m[R]]Ξ0,g0 :g.
By looking at the transition rules one can easily see that:

— the only transitions ofn[to m . P |Q] are:

n[to m . P |Q]
[to m];V
−→ Ξ0,g0

m[P |V ] |n[Q]

n[to m . P |Q]
[out n];0
−→ Ξ0,g0

n[to m . P |Q1] | p[Q2]

n[to m . P |Q]
[to q];V
−→ Ξ0,g0

q[Q1 |V ] |n[to m . P |Q2]

n[to m . P |Q]
C;V
−→Ξ0,g0

n[to m . P |Q |V ]

n[to m . P |Q]
τ

−→Ξ0,g0
n[to m . P |Q′]

whereC ∈ {in n, to n}, for somep 6= m (sinceQ containsm only within capabilities),
q, Q1, Q2, Q

′, sincen is not(Ξ0, g0)-mobile;
— the only transitions ofm[R] are:

m[R]
[out m];0
−→ Ξ0,g0

m[R1] | p[R2]

m[R]
[to q];V
−→ Ξ0,g0

q[R1 |V ] |m[R2]

m[R]
C;V
−→Ξ0,g0

m[R |V ]

m[R]
τ

−→Ξ0,g0
m[R′]

whereC ∈ {in m, to m}, for somep 6= m (sinceR containsm only within capabilities),
q, R1, R2, R

′, sincem is not(Ξ0, g0)-mobile.

We only consider the caseT
to n;V
−→ Ξ,g T ′ whenT ≡ (νm :g′)(νp̃ :g)(n[to m . P |Q] |m[R] |Z)

and T ′ ≡ (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(n[to m . P |Q |V ] |m[R] |Z). In this caseU ≡ (νm :

g′)(νp̃ :g)(n[Q] |m[P |R] |Z) and U ′ ≡ (νm : g′)(νp̃ :g)(n[Q |V ] |m[P |R] |Z) and so
T ′BΞ,gU ′ via the context(νp̃ :g)([ ]Ξ0,g0 |Z).

The proof of (4) is similar to that of (3).
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For (5) the key observation is that no process can entern, sincen is private andn does not
occur inR. Also,R cannot offer communications since it is not a(Ξ′, g′)-communicator.

For (6) take

BΞ,g = IΞ,g ∪ {(νn :g′)(n[P ]), 0)}

wheren andP satisfy the hypothesis of (6).

We need to prove that, if(νn : g′)(n[P ])
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′, thenλ = τ . The transitions mentioning
n are blocked by name restriction. No ambient can go out of(νn :g′)(n[P ]), sincen 6∈ AN(P ).
No process can go out of(νn : g′)(n[P ]) sinceP is not a(Ξ′, g′)-sender. Finally,n[P ] cannot
move, sinceP is not a(Ξ′, g′)-mover.

5. Examples

In this section we test the expressiveness of M3, by showing first how to model some common
protocols considered in the literature (such as a firewall, and a defence against Trojan-horse
attacks), and then how to encode well-known calculi for modelling concurrent (π-calculus) and
distributed (Dπ-calculus) systems.

5.1. Protocols

Firewall

A system protected by a firewall can be viewed as an ambientfw that supplies the incoming
agent with a “password” (represented by its very name) which allows the processP to enter it.

We give two encodings: in the first the processes inside the firewall can perform computations
also before the processP has entered the firewall, while in the second they are blockeduntil the
processP has entered the firewall. In both cases we assume that the nameagent occurs only
once.

The first encoding is:

AGENT = agent[(x :gagent→ gfw)x.P ]

FW = (ν fw:gfw)fw[to agent.〈to fw〉 |Q]

where we assumeP andQ do not contain occurrences ofagent, Q contains occurrences offw
only within capabilities andx does not occur inP .

In this encoding the system agent-plus-firewall is represented by the top-level process(νagent:
gagent)(AGENT | FW). It can be typed with the groupg0 by assumingagent: gagent and fw : gfw,
where the groups are typed as follows:

gagent:gr({g0}, ∅, {gfw}, gagent→ gfw)

gfw :gr({g0}, ∅, {gagent}, shh)

shh can be replaced by a suitable type if we allow communication inside the ambientfw . Let Ξ
contain the assumptions above: then the typingΞ ` (ν agent: gagent)(AGENT | FW) : g0 holds.
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Notice that the ambientsfw andagent are not(Ξ, g0)-mobile. Then:

(ν agent:gagent)(AGENT | FW)

≡ (ν agent:gagent)(ν fw:ggw)(agent[(x :gagent→ gfw)x.P ] | fw[to agent.〈to fw〉 |Q])

∼=Ξ,g0 (ν agent:gagent)(ν fw:ggw)(agent[(x :gagent→ gfw)x.P | 〈to fw〉] | fw[Q])

by Theorem 4.23(3)

∼=Ξ,g0 (ν agent:gagent)(ν fw:ggw)(agent[to fw.P ] | fw[Q])

by Theorem 4.23(5)

∼=Ξ,g0 (ν agent:gagent)(ν fw:ggw)(agent[] | fw[P |Q])

by Theorem 4.23(3)

≡ (ν agent:gagent)(agent[]) | (ν fw:ggw)(fw[P |Q])

sinceagent does not occur inP andQ

∼=Ξ,g0 (ν fw:ggw)fw[P |Q]

by Theorem 4.23(6).

In the second encoding we block, by means of a communication,the processQ until process
P has entered the firewall:

AGENT = agent[(x :gagent→ gfw)x.〈M〉P ]

FW = (ν fw:gfw)fw[to agent.〈to fw〉 | (y :W )Q]

whereW is the type of messages being exchanged withinfw, M has typeW , x does not occur
in P andy does not occur inQ; in case no communication takes place within the firewall,W is
an arbitrary message type.

In this encoding too the system agent-plus-firewall is represented by the top-level process
(ν agent:gagent)(AGENT | FW). The types are as before, except the type ofgfw that must allow the
communication, i.e.:

gfw :gr({g0}, ∅, {gagent}, W )

Similarly to the previous case one can show that

(ν agent:gagent)(AGENT | FW) ∼=Ξ,g0 (ν fw:gfw)(fw[〈M〉P | (y :W )Q])

and then conclude by Theorem 4.23(5):

(ν agent:gagent)(AGENT | FW) ∼=Ξ,g0 (ν fw:gfw)(fw[P |Q]).

Types play a crucial role for the correctness of this encoding, since for example we could not
apply Theorem 4.23(3) if theC components of thegagent andgfw group types were not empty.

This example shows in a simple way how theto capability allows processes to cross firewalls.

The Trojan Horse Attack

In this example we show how our type system can detect a Trojanhorse attack. Ulysses is natu-
rally encoded as a mobile ambient that enters ahorseambient containing anin troy action, and
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then goes out of it into Troy to destroy Priam’s palace. The initial situation is represented by the
processMYTH defined as:

ulysses[in horse.out horse.to palace.DESTROY] | horse[in troy] | troy[palace[P]]

If ambientsulysses, horse, . . . belong to groupsgulysses, ghorse, . . ., respectively, then the whole
MYTH ic process can be typed by a groupgmyth w.r.t. an environmentΞ which contains the fol-
lowing assumptions:

gulysses:gr({gmyth, gtroy, ghorse}, {ghorse}, {gpalace}, shh)

ghorse:gr({gmyth, gtroy}, {gtroy}, ∅, shh)

gtroy :gr({gmyth}, ∅, ∅, shh)

gpalace:gr({gtroy}, ∅, ∅, shh)

from which it is clear that ambients of groupgulyssesmust have permission to stay within ambients
of groupgtroy and to send processes to ambients of groupgpalace in order to make the myth well-
typed.

Observe that withoutS component the Trojans would have no way of knowing that Ulysses
may come into Troy, since he comes in hidden within the horse.

5.2. Encoding Process Calculi

Encoding theπ-calculus

A standard expressiveness test for the Ambient Calculus andits variants is the encoding of
communication on named channels via local anonymous communication within ambients. We
consider a core fragment of the typed monadic asynchronousπ-calculus, given by the following
grammar (we use lettersa–d for channel names andx–z for variables):

P ::= 0 | ξ(x :T )P | ξ〈ξ′〉 | (νc :T )P | P |Q | !ξ(x :T )P | !ξ〈ξ′〉

whereξ, ξ′ are either a variable or a channel name andT ranges over a type hierarchy:

T ::= Ch() | Ch(T ).

The reduction relation, which will be denoted by→π, is defined by the basic rule:

c(x :T )P | c〈a〉 →π P{x := a}

and, for as concerns communication, name restriction, parallel composition and replication, by
structural equivalence and reduction rules similar to those of M3.

The type system, defined by the typing rules in Figure 12, derives judgements of the form
Θ ` P , whereΘ is a set of assumptions of the formc :Ch(T ). The informal meaning ofΘ ` P

is thatP is a well-typedπ-process w.r.t. the environmentΘ, i.e., communication is well-typed in
P w.r.t. assumptionsΘ. Note that the typing rules only guarantee safeness of communication. We
will use the labelled transition system of Section 4, based on our richer type system, to discuss
the correctness of our translation.

The basic idea of the encoding consists, as usual, in representing each channel as an ambient:
in particular we will associate to each publicπ-calculus channelc a private ambientc and a
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Θ ` 0

ξ :Ch(T ) ∈ Θ Θ, x :T ` P

Θ ` ξ(x :T )P

ξ :Ch(T ) ∈ Θ ξ′ :T ∈ Θ

Θ ` ξ〈ξ′〉

Θ, c :T ` P

Θ ` (νc :T )P

Θ ` P Θ ` Q

Θ ` P |Q

Θ ` ξ(x :T )P

Θ `!ξ(x :T )P

Θ ` ξ〈ξ′〉

Θ `!ξ〈ξ′〉

Fig. 12. Type system forπ-calculus

public oneč. Both the ambientsc and č are private when the channelc is private. The whole
encoding of processes is placed within a private ambientl. A process prefixed with an input on
a channelc is encoded as a mobile process that immediately goes (in)to the ambientc where
communication will take place. Asynchronous outputs on channelc also go into ambientc. After
the input is performed, the encoding creates a process whichgoes to the ambienťc, movešc out
of ambientl and then intol again, where it finally leaves the encoding of the continuation of the
input action. This movement of̌c has the only purpose of making visible the communication on
public channels. The public ambientsč have all the same groupgcom, while the private channel-
ambients are typed by the encodings of the types of the corresponding channels. The movements
of processes are encoded by means of auxiliary private ambients of groupgaux. The channel-
ambients and the encoding proper[[P ]] of the top-levelπ-calculus termP run within the ambient
l of groupgl.

We choose such configuration, i.e., the ambientl containing both the encoding of the process
and the ambient-channels, since this paves the way to the encoding ofDπ in the next subsection,
even though ambient-channels in parallel withl would make the encoding ofπ-calculus slightly
simpler.

The encoding is defined in apolyadic version of M3, where tuples of values, instead of
single values, are exchanged in communication. So a processoffering an input has the form
(x1 : W1, ..., xn : Wn)P , and communication types are of the formW1 × ... × Wn or shh. All
the notions introduced for the monadic calculus can be standardly generalized to the polyadic
version. Of course our encoding technique perfectly works for the polyadicπ-calculus, but for
simplicity we only describe the encoding of the monadic version.

The infinite sequence ofπ-calculus typesCh(),Ch(Ch()), . . . ,Chn(), . . . is encoded as an
infinite sequence of group namesg0, g1, . . . , gn−1, . . . along with the sequence of their respective
group typesG0, G1, . . . , Gn−1, . . . defined by:

g0 :G0 with G0 = gr({gl}, ∅, {gcom}, shh)

gj+1 :Gj+1 with Gj+1 = gr({gl}, ∅, {gcom}, gj × gcom)

wheregcom is the group of all the public ambients.
The encoding ofπ-calculus types is then defined by:

[[Ch()]] = g0

[[Ch(T )]] = gj+1 if [[T ]] = gj

In the following,Ψk denotes the group environment

{g0 :G0, . . . , gk :Gk, gl :Gl, gaux:G
(k)
aux, gcom:Gcom}
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wheregaux is the group of the auxiliary private ambients, and:

Gl = gr({g∗}, ∅, ∅, shh),

G
(k)
aux = gr({g∗, gl}, {gl}, {g1, . . . , gk, gl}, shh),

Gcom = gr({g∗, gl}, {gl}, {gaux}, shh),

andg∗ is the group of the top-level M3 processes (in our case, ambient-processes), i.e., the type
of what can be called thetop anonymous ambient, where the ambientl[ ] stays. Note that, instead
of the unique groupgaux, we could have two different groups for the private ambientsused in
the encodings of respectively inputs and outputs, and the group type for the output-encoding
ambients could be the less permissivegr({gl}, {}, {g1, . . . , gk}, shh). This more refined typing,
however, would be useless here.

If Θ is a π-calculus environment, then its encoding[[Θ]] is the variable environment which
contains the assumptions for all the public ambient names and all the private and public ambient
variables corresponding respectively to the channel namesand to the variables ofΘ, i.e.:

[[Θ]] = {č :gcom | c :T ∈ Θ} ∪ {x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom | x :T ∈ Θ}.

Let {c1:T1, ..., ch:Th} (denoted̃c :T
(h)

) contain the (finite) set of free channel names occurring

in P . The global encodings ofP , denoted byC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

), is then the process of groupg∗ given
by:

C(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) = (νl :gl)(νc̃ : [[T ]]
(h)

)

l[[[P ]] | c1[ ] | . . . | ch[ ] | č1[ ] | . . . | čh[ ]]

where[[P ]] is defined in Figure 13. Note that each variablex of theπ-calculus is encoded using
two variablesx, x̌: the former corresponds to the private channel in which communications take
place, while the latter corresponds to the associated public ambient.

[[ξ(x :T )P ]] = (νn :gaux)n[to ξ.(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to ξ̌.out l.in l. to n.out l.to l.[[P ]]]

[[!ξ(x :T )P ]] = ![[ξ(x :T )P ]]

[[ξ〈ξ′〉]] = (νn :gaux)n[to ξ.〈ξ′, ξ̌′〉]

[[!ξ〈ξ′〉]] = ![[ξ〈ξ′〉]]

[[(νc :T )P ]] = (νc : [[T ]])(νč : [[T ]])([[P ]] | c[ ] | č[ ])

[[P |Q]] = [[P ]] | [[Q]]

[[0]] = 0

Fig. 13. Encoding ofπ-calculus

Theorem 5.1 below states that the translation respects types. Also, the translation is correct in
the sense expressed by Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 5.1. Let Θ ` P , let c̃ :T
(h)

contain the set of free channel names occurring inP , and
let k be greater or equal to the maximum nesting ofCh() in types occurring inP andΘ. Then:

Ψk; [[Θ]] ` C(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) :g∗.
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Proof. Let

C(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) = (νl :gl)(νc̃ : [[T ]]
(h)

)(l[[[P ]] | c1[ ] | . . . | ch[ ] | č1[ ] | . . . | čh[ ]]).

We prove by induction on the derivation ofΘ ` P that

Ψk; [[Θ]], ∆ ` [[P ]] :gl

where∆ = l :gl, c1 : [[T1]], ..., ch : [[Th]]. As a typical example, let us consider the rule for input:

ξ :Ch(T ) ∈ Θ Θ, x :T ` P ′

Θ ` ξ(x :T )P ′

We get by inductionΨk; [[Θ, x :T ]], ∆ ` [[P ′]] :gl. By definition[[Θ, x :T ]] = [[Θ]], x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom.
Let gξ = [[Ch(T )]], thenξ : gξ ∈ [[Θ]], andgξ : Gξ ∈ Ψk for someGξ, such thatT (Gξ) =
[[T ]] × gcom. We have the following typing derivation for[[P ]]:

Ξ′ ` to ξ :gξ→ gaux

D

Ξ′′ ` to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l :gl→ gξ Ξ′′ ` [[P ]] :gl

Ξ′′ ` to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ]] :gξ

Ξ′ ` (x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom)to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]] :gξ

Ξ′ ` to ξ.(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]] :gaux

Ξ′ ` n[to ξ.(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]] :gl

Ξ ` (νn :gaux)n[to ξ.(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]] :gl

whereΞ = Ψk; [[Θ]], ∆, andΞ′ = Ξ, n :gaux, andΞ′′ = Ξ′, x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom andD is a (standard)
derivation of:Ξ′′ ` to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l :gl→ gξ.

The statement of the theorem easily follows, by first deriving the typing judgementsΞ ` ci[ ] :gl,
Ξ ` či[ ] :gl for 1 ≤ i ≤ h, and then by using the rules (PAR), (AMB), and (AMBRES).

Theorem 5.2. Let P be a term of theπ-calculus such thatΘ ` P , let c̃ :T
(h)

contain the set of
free channel names occurring inP , and letk be greater or equal to the maximum nesting ofCh()

in types occurring inP andΘ.

1 If P →π Q, thenC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) →∗ C(Q, c̃ :T
(h)

).

2 If C(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) →∗ Q, thenQ →∗ Q′ whereQ′ ∼=Ψk;[[Θ]],g∗ C(R, c̃ :T
(h)

), for someπ-
calculus processR such thatP →∗

π R.

Proof. (1) Let us consider, as the interesting case, the one whereP is of the formc(x :

T )P ′ | c〈a〉 |S, which reduces toQ = P ′{x := a} |S by performing a communication on the
public channelc. By definition of[[·]], we have

[[P ]] = (νn :gaux)n[to c.(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to č.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]] |

(νn′ :gaux)n
′[to c.〈a, ǎ〉] | [[S]].

Of course,c is a free variable ofP , and in the termC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) there are by hypothesis the
ambientsc (restricted) anďc (public) which run in parallel with the process[[P ]]. We therefore
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have the following reduction (we only show the relevant subprocesses):

l[(νn :gaux)n[to c.(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to č.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]] |

(νn′ :gaux)n
′[to c.〈a, ǎ〉] | | c[ ] | č[ ] | . . .]

→∗ l[(νn :gaux)n[ ] | (νn′ :gaux)n
′[ ] | č[ ] |

c[(x : [[T ]], x̌ :gcom) to č.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]] | 〈a, ǎ〉] | . . .]

→ l[(νn :gaux)n[ ] | č[ ] |

c[to č.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ}] | . . .]

→ l[(νn :gaux)n[ ] | č[out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ}] | c[ ] | . . .]

→∗ l[(νn :gaux)n[ ] | č[to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ}] | c[ ] | . . .]

→∗ l[(νn :gaux)n[out l.to l.[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ}] | č[ ] | c[ ] | . . .]

→∗ l[[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ} | c[ ] | č[ ] | . . .]

whereas[[Q]] is [[P ′{x := a}]] | [[S]].
An easy induction on the definition of the translation concludes the proof by showing that

[[P ′{x := a}]] = [[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ}.
(2) Let →− denote the reduction relation defined as→ but without the communication rule

(R-comm). DefineE(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) as the set of all the processesQ such thatC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) →∗
− Q.

Note that this is the set of all the processes that can be obtained fromC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) by performing
“ to” actions of the form:

(νn :gaux)n[to c.(x : [[T ]], x̌ : [[T ]]) to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]] | c[Q′] →

(νn :gaux)n[ ] | c[(x : [[T ]], x̌ : [[T ]]) to ξ̌.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]] |Q′];

similarly for processes that encode output actions. By Theorem 4.23(4) all the processes in

E(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) are observationally equivalent toC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

).
We prove by induction onn the following property:

([) Let C(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) →n Q. Then all the→−-reduction sequences starting fromQ must even-

tually reach an element ofE(R, c̃ :T
(h)

) for someπ-calculus processR such thatP →∗
π R.

The statement of the theorem follows immediately.

If n = 1 the proof is trivial, since in one stepC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) can only move into an element of

E(P, c̃ :T
(h)

).

For the induction step assume thatC(P, c̃ :T
(h)

) →n Q0 → Q. Let (ν̃) stand for(νl :

gl)(νc̃ : [[T ]]
(h)

). If the n + 1-th reduction step is not a communication step the proof is trivial
by induction hypothesis. Otherwise note that communications can only take place in (restricted)
ambients representing channels. So let

Q0 = (ν̃) (l[S1 | c[U |V |S2]] |S3)

whereU = (x : [[T ]], x̌ : gcom) to č.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]] andV = 〈a, ǎ〉 Notice that by
constructionc 6= x. By induction hypothesis any→−-reduction sequence starting fromQ0 must
eventually reach a term of the form

Q1 = (ν̃) (l[S′
1 | c[U |V |S′

2]] |S
′
3)

belonging toE(R, c̃ :T
(h)

) for someR such thatP →∗
π R. Note thatU andV cannot interfere
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with this reduction, since they are respectively blocked bytheir input and output actions.
This implies thatR = c(x :T )P ′ | c〈a〉 |S for someπ-calculus processS where:

(ν̃) (l[S′
1 | c[S

′
2]] |S

′
3) ∈ E(S, c̃ :T

(h)
). (5.1)

Now then + 1-th step is a communication of the form

U |V → U ′.

whereU ′ = to č.out l.in l.to n.out l.to l.[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ} and then:

Q = (ν̃) (l[S1 | c[U
′ |S2]] |S3).

Now note thatU ′ can perform only a fixed sequence of moves and that, beingn a private ambient,
it can interact with the reductionQ0 →∗

− Q1 only through the moves involving the ambientč. In
particular, in some step of the reduction,U ′ may not be able to perform theto action of entering
č because the ambientč has been driven out ofl by some other process. Note however that each
process enterinǧc[ ] is of the shapeout l.in l.to n′′.Z, wheren′′ is some private auxiliary ambient
andZ is a process. So wheňc is out of the ambientl it can only perform anin l action and thus
go back intol. Then, before reaching a configuration in which no→−-reduction is possible,U ′

must eventually be able to enterč, to drive it out ofl and then again intol, and to leave it without
affecting the moves of the other processes involved in the reduction.

So in the end we have

Q →∗
− Q′ = (ν̃) (l[[[P ′]]{x, x̌ := a, ǎ} |S′

1 | c[S
′
2]] |S

′
3)

and from (5.1) we immediately haveQ′ ∈ E(P ′{x := a} |S, c̃ :T
(h)

). Finally, note thatc(x :

T )P ′ | c〈a〉 |S →π P ′{x := a} |S.

Encoding the Dπ-calculus

We essentially refer to the version of Dπ presented in (Hennessy and Riely, 2002), with some
simplifications (for instance the output is asynchronous) and a much easier type system. We
also use slightly different notations for uniformity with our version of theπ-calculus. The basic
syntactic categories are shown in Figure 14, wherel, k range over locations,c over channels,
u, v over channel names and variables,w over location names and variables,x over location and
channel variables, andξ over channel and location names or variables.
We assume in this presentation a very basic type system similar to that ofπ, aimed only at
preventing communication errors. The type syntax is:

T ::= loc | ch(T )

The reduction semantics of the Dπ-calculus, that we will denote by→D, has basically the fol-
lowing reduction rules:

l[c(x :T )p] | l[c〈ξ〉] →D l[p{x := ξ}]

l[go l′.p] →D l′[p]

Operational semantics is given, as usual, together with rules that define the structural equivalence.
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Thread System
p, q, r = stop P,Q,R = 0

gow.p l[P ]

u(x :T )p (νlc :T )P

u〈ξ〉 P |Q

(νc :T )p

p | q

!u(x :T )p

!u〈ξ〉

Fig. 14. Syntax of Dπ-calculus

Besides the standard ones, it is worth mentioning the following rules, peculiar to Dπ, which state
that two locations with the same name are the same location (differently from M3), and that we
can extend the scope of a channel restriction outside a location, provided we keep the information
about the location itself:

l[p | q] ≡ l[p] | l[q] (5.2)

l[(ν c :ch(T )) p] ≡ (νl c :ch(T )) l[p] (5.3)

THREAD

Ω `w stop

Ω `w p

Ω `w′ gow.p

w : loc ∈ Ω

Ω, u@w :Ch(T ) `w u :Ch(T )

Ω `w p Ω `w q

Ω `w p | q

Ω, x : loc `w u :Ch(loc) Ω, x : loc `w p x 6∈ Ω

Ω `w u(x : loc) p

Ω `w u :Ch(T ) Ω, x@w′ :T `w p

Ω `w u(x :T ) p

Ω `w u :Ch(T ) Ω `w ξ :T

Ω `w u〈ξ〉

Ω, c@w :Ch(T ) `w p

Ω `w (νc :Ch(T ))p

Ω `w u(x :T ) p

Ω `w!u(x :T ) p

Ω `w u〈ξ〉

Ω `w!u〈ξ〉

SYSTEM

Ω ` 0

Ω `l p

Ω ` l[p]

Ω, c@l :ch(T ) ` P

Ω ` (νlc :ch(T )) P

Ω ` P Ω ` Q

Ω ` P |Q

Fig. 15. Type system for Dπ-calculus

The type system has the only purpose of ensuring the consistency of the values passed in chan-
nels. The typing rules we consider are given in Figure 15. In our version of Dπ both channel and
location names or variables can be communicated, but channels must always belocated, i.e., they
must be explicitly assigned to locations. In type environments, denoted byΩ, types are assigned
to channels by statements of the kindu@w : T whereu represents the name of the channel and
w the one of the location in whichu is located. Note that in a type environment we can have
u@w : T andu@w′ : T ′ with w 6= w′. The type of locations is simplyloc, and is assigned to
names in statements of the formw : loc.
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The typing judgments are of two kinds:`w to represent assignments for threads relative to
the locationw (note thatw can also be a variable) and̀to represent assignments for systems.
This allows to type those systems where the same channel namehas different types in different
locations.

Note that if a subexpression of a thread is typed with a statement of the formΩ, u@x :

Ch(T ) `x p, then eitheru is a variable or it is a channel name that will eventually be restricted
in `x. In fact, sincex is a variable, thenp must occur in the final system in the scope of an
input (x : loc) (there are no location variables at the system level). But this can be done only if
the statementu@x : Ch(T ) is eventually removed from the type environment (by the condition
x 6∈ Ω in the rule for abstraction of locations), and this can happen only if u is a variable (input),
or if u is restricted. This observation will be useful for understanding our translation.

As in the encoding of theπ-calculus, each channel is represented by two ambients, oneprivate
and the other public if the channel is public, both private otherwise. For uniformity, to allow
the same public channel names at different locations, we need to carefully choose the names of
the representing ambients. If a channel is declared asc@l : Ch(T ) in the environment or in a
restriction, we represent it with the ambientscl andčl. If a channel is declared asc@x :Ch(T ),
we represent it with the ambientsc and č. Notice that in this last casec must be restricted, as
observed above. To be able to always communicate two values,we also associate to each location
namel two ambients namesl andľ.

We define the following group and group types:

g0 = gloc :Gloc = gr({gD}, ∅, {gloc}, shh)

g1 :G1 = gr({gloc}, ∅, {gaux , gcom}, gloc × gloc)

gi+2 :Gi+2 = gr({gloc}, ∅, {gaux , gcom}, gi+1 × gcom)

gaux :G
(k)
aux = gr({gloc, gD}, {g1, . . . , gk, gloc}, {gloc}, shh)

gcom:Gcom = gr({gloc, gD}, {gloc}, {gaux}, shh)

wheregloc is the group of locations,gD is the group of the whole system,g1 is the group of
ambients representing channels which send locations,gi+2 is the group of ambients representing
channels that send channels of groupgi+1, andgaux, gcom are as in the translation ofπ-calculus.
The Dπ types are encoded by:

[[loc]] = gloc

[[ch(T )]] = gi+1 where[[T ]] = gi.

We can assume, without loss of generality, that, in typing judgements for systems, the type
environments do not contain variables (variables can only occur in threads). The translation[[Ω]]

of such an environmentΩ is defined as the minimal set such that:

— for each statementc@l :Ch(T ) ∈ Ω there is a statemenťcl :gcom∈ [[Ω]];
— for each statementl : loc ∈ Ω there are two statementsl :gloc ∈ [[Ω]] andľ :gloc ∈ [[Ω]].

Similarly, we define the translation[[Ω]]wrelative to a locationw as the minimal set such that

— for each statementu@w′ :Ch(T ) ∈ Ω there is a statementφ : gcom ∈ [[Ω]]w, whereφ = ǔw′

if u is a channel name andw′ is a location name,φ = ǔ otherwise;
— for each statementw′ : loc ∈ Ω there are two statementsw′ : gloc ∈ [[Ω]]w andw̌′ : gloc ∈

[[Ω]]w.
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The basic ideas of the translation are the following. The public channels are encoded by two
ambients, one public and the other private, as in theπ-calculus translation. Communication takes
place in private channels, while public channels have the purpose of making observable the com-
munication events. The migration of processes into privatechannels is observationally invisible,
as stated by Theorem 4.23(3). Each locationl is represented by an ambientl that contains as
subambients the encodings of channels used in communications local tol.

We consider only systemsP of the form:

l1[p1] | ... | ln[pn] (5.4)

whereli 6= lj for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. This is not restrictive, since every system can be transformed
into the above shape by applying the structural rules (5.2) and (5.3).

Let P be a system of the form (5.4) such thatΩ ` P . Assume that locationl1 has free channels
c1@l1, . . . , cj1@l1, j1 ≥ 0, . . . , locationln has free channelsc1@ln, . . . , cjn@ln, jn ≥ 0.
Also, let m1, . . . , mp be all the location names occurring inP that are distinct froml1, . . . , ln
(i.e., they occur only as outputs and/or as arguments of the go action) and such thatmi 6= mj for
all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p. In Ω there must be a typing statement for each of these locations and channels,
so we can assumeΩ as characterizing the locations and free channels of the system. We then
define:

D(P, Ω) = (νc1
l1

: [[T 1
1 ]]) . . . (νcj1

l1
: [[T J1

1 ]]) . . . (νc1
ln

: [[T 1
n ]]) . . . (νcjn

ln
: [[T jn

n ]])

(l1[[[p1]]
l1 | c1

l1
[ ] | . . . | cj1

l1
[ ] | | č1

l1
[ ] | . . . | čj1

l1
[ ]] | . . .

| ln[[[pn]]ln | c1
ln

[ ] | . . . | cjn

ln
[ ] | č1

ln
[ ] | . . . | čjn

ln
[ ]]) |

m1[ ] | . . .mp[ ]

where[[ ]]w is defined in Figure 16.
For example, letp = c(x : loc)p0, andp0 = gox.(νc1@x :Ch(loc))(p1 | p2), andp1 = c1〈l〉,

andp2 = c1(y : loc) andq = c〈m〉 and letΩ0 = l : loc, m : loc, c@l :Ch(loc). The encoding of
P = l[p | q] in the environmentΩ0 is defined through the following steps:

[[c1〈l〉]]
x = (νn1 :gaux)(n1[to c1.〈l, ľ〉]) = P1

[[c1(y :gloc)]]
x = (νn2 :gaux)(n2[to c1.(y :gloc, y̌ :gloc)

to č1.out x.in x.to n2.out x.to x]) = P2

[[(νc1@x :Ch(loc))(p1 | p2)]]
x = (νc1 :g1)(νč1 :gcom)(P1 |P2 | c1[ ] | č1[ ])

[[gox.(νc1@x :Ch(loc))(p1 | p2)]]
l = to x.(νc1 :g1)(νč1 :gcom)(P1 |P2 | c1[ ] | č1[ ]) = P0

[[c(x :gloc) . p0]]
l = (νn3 :gaux)(n3[to cl.(x :gloc, x̌ :gloc)

to čl.out l.in l.to n3.out l.to l . P0]) = P3

[[c〈m〉]]l = (νn4 :gaux)(n4[to cl.〈m, m̌〉]) = P4

leading to:

D(P, Ω0) = (νcl :Ch(loc)) (l[P3 |P4]) |m[ ].

The correctness of the translation, in the same sense as for the encoding of theπ-calculus, is
ensured by analogous theorems.

Let ΨD
k be the group environment:

{gloc :Gloc, g1 :G1, . . . , gk :Gk, gaux :G(k)
aux

, gcom:Gcom}
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[[stop]]w = 0

[[gow′. p]]w = to w′.[[p]]w
′

[[u(x:T )p]]w = (νn: gaux)n[to φ.(x: [[T ]], x̌ :
�
g)to φ̌.out w.in w.to n.out w.to w.[[p]]w ]

[[u〈v〉]]w = (ν n : gaux )n[to φ.〈v, v̌〉]

[[(νc : ch(T )) p]]w = (νψ : gi+1)(νψ̌ : gcom) ([[p]]w |ψ[ ] | ψ̌[ ])

[[p | q]]w = [[p]]w | [[q]]w

[[! u(x:T ) p]]w = ! [[u(x:T ) p]]w

[[!u〈ξ〉]]w = ! [[u〈ξ〉]]w

where
�
g=

(
gloc if [[T ]] = gloc,

gcom otherwise

φ =

8
>><
>>:

uw if u is a channel name andw a location name;

u if u orw are variables (recall that ifw is a variable,

thenu is either a variable or a name that will eventually be restricted).

[[T ]] = gi

ψ =

(
cw if w is a location name;

c if w is a variable.

Fig. 16. Encoding of Dπ-calculus

Lemma 5.3. Let Ω `w p. ThenΨD
k , [[Ω]]w ` [[p]]w : gloc, wherek is greater than or equal to the

maximum nesting ofCh() in types occurring inp, Ω.

Proof. A standard induction on the proof ofΩ `w p, similar to that of Theorem 5.1.

From Lemma 5.3 and the definition of[[Ω]] we get immediately the type correctness of our trans-
lation.

Theorem 5.4. Let P be a Dπ system such thatΩ ` P and letk be greater than or equal to the
maximum nesting ofCh() in types occurring inP , Ω then:

ΨD
k , [[Ω]] ` D(P, Ω):gD .

Theorem 5.5. Let P be a Dπ system such thatΩ ` P and letk be equal to the maximum nesting
of Ch() in types occurring inP , Ω. We have:

1 If P →D Q, thenD(P, Ω) →∗ D(Q, Ω).

2 If D(P, Ω) →∗ Q, thenQ →∗ Q′ andP →∗
D R with Q′ ∼=ΨD

k;[[Ω]],gD D(R, Ω), for some
M3 processQ′ andDπ systemR.

Proof. (1) The proof is just an exercise in reduction, like that of Theorem 5.2(1).
(2) Again, the proof is similar to the one of Theorem 5.2(2). Let→= denote the reduction relation
defined in the same way as→− but without reduction of actions of the form “to l” with l a
location name; letED(P, Ω) be the set of all M3 processesQ such thatD(P, Ω) →∗

= Q. We also
in this case prove by induction onn that if D(P, Ω) →n Q holds, then all the→=-reduction
sequences starting fromQ must eventually reach an element ofED(R, Ω), for someDπ system
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R such thatP →∗
D R. The proof is similar to that of property ([) in the proof of Theorem 5.2(2).

6. Type Inference

Although M3 is a typed language, for its use in the design of a computational system it would
be helpful, following the consolidated approach of functional languages like ML, to be able to
define a first draft of the system by only focusing on the computational behaviours of processes,
without bothering about types. It is then crucial to be able to check whether this draft can be
completed with type information so as to become a well-formed system, and whether the inserted
type constraints are consistent with the intended behaviours.

In this section we present a type inference algorithm for M3: the algorithm builds a typing
whenever possible, fails otherwise. Type inference allowsto complete the definition of a process
when type annotations are incomplete or even missing. From another point of view, type infer-
ence can be seen as an analysis tool that provides information about mobility properties of raw
processes (represented by theS , C , E components of group types), and checks consistency of
values exchanged in communications.

Given a raw termR, i.e., a pre-term in which all type annotations have been erased, our al-
gorithm either fails or it computes an environment scheme (defined below)Ξ and a well-typed
versionP of R (obtained by assigning type schemes – as defined in Figure 17 –to the bound
names occurring inR) such thatΞ ` P : g for some groupg. Notice that the algorithm suc-
ceeds wheneverR can be obtained from a well-formed process by erasing type information. This
is formalized in Theorem 6.17. Furthermore,Ξ, P, g are “most general”, in the sense that all
other typingsΞ′, P ′, g′ (that can be given to processesP ′ obtained fromR by adding type
annotations) can be derived fromΞ, P, g via substitution, weakening and a kind of subtyping.

Note that our notion of most general typing, although in somesense classical (see for in-
stance (Hindley, 1969)), is formally different from that of(Wells, 2002), where “principal” typ-
ing is defined via a partial order between typings, independent from terms. The reason is that
(Wells, 2002) deals with inference systems where types are assigned to initially untyped terms.
In such case no type commitment is written within terms, and all typing information is contained
in the environment scheme and in the final type scheme. This makes it sensible to consider the
intended typings as pairs of environment scheme and type scheme, without reference to the terms
to which they are assigned. In our system, on the other hand, types are also written within terms,
and this information cannot in general be retrieved from theenvironment scheme and the final
type scheme: the complete type information about a raw term can only be obtained by also con-
sidering the term itself. Aside from these technicalities,however, the two definitions essentially
represent the same concept.

Type Variables, Substitutions and Environment Operations

We first introduce some technical tools that will be useful indefining the inference procedure
and its properties. The inference algorithm deals with typevariables, substitutions, unifiers, and
merging of type environment schemes; moreover, a partial order relation on group type schemes
and type environment schemes is needed for the derivation ofa principal typing property.
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W ::= message type schemes

t type variable

W message type

T ::= communication type schemes

t type variable

T communication type

G ::= gr(S ,C , E ,T) group type schemes

Fig. 17. Type schemes

A raw term R is a pre-term in which all type annotations have been erased:in particular,
group restrictions are missing, name restrictions are of the form (νn)R, and inputs are of the
form (x)R. If P is a process, its raw form is the raw term|P | obtained fromP by erasing all
group restrictions and all type annotations.

For describing and proving properties of the inference algorithm, the original M3 syntax of
communication types has to be extended by a setVT of type variables (denoted byt). The result-
ing set is a set oftype schemesin the standard nomenclature (Hindley, 1969).

The new syntax of type schemes, where most of the syntactic sugar has been eliminated, is
shown in Figure 17, starting from the definitions in Figure 4.

The inference algorithm only builds environment schemes, which are environments with type
schemes instead of types. More precisely, anenvironment schemeconsists of agroup environment
scheme, containing group type schemes instead of types, and avariable environment scheme,
where besides message types also type variables may occur.

As usual, in computing type schemes and type environment schemes the algorithm is driven
by the syntax of the raw term; it has therefore to put togetherdistinct environment schemes
whenever the term has more than one subterm. A fresh group name is assigned to each name, but
when different environment schemes are put together groupsmust be equated. This is achieved
by means of substitutions. In the context of this paper a substitution maps group names to group
names, and type variables to communication type schemes. Let T be the set of communication
type schemes as defined in Figure 17.

Definition 6.1. An inference substitution(substitution for short) is a finite mapping in
(G → G) ∪ (VT → T). Let ϕi range overG ∪ VT andAi overG ∪ T. A substitutionσ can be
represented as an expression{ϕ1 := A1, . . . , ϕn := An}, wherei 6= j impliesϕi 6= ϕj . As

usual, we assumeσ(ϕ) =

{
Aj if ϕ = ϕj for some1 ≤ j ≤ n

ϕ otherwise.

The application of a substitutionσ to a variable environment scheme∆ (denoted byσ(∆)) is
defined in the standard way. Well-formed variable environment schemes are closed under substi-
tution. In applying substitutions to group environment schemes we must take into account that in
a statementg :G group names also occur in the subjects (left hand sides) of the statements. Taken
a well-formed group environment schemeΓ and an arbitrary substitutionσ, the group environ-
ment schemeσ(Γ) could be non-well-formed. For instance, ifg1 :G1, g2 :G2 ∈ Γ, we could have
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σ(g1) = σ(g2) butσ(G1) 6= σ(G2). Consequently type inference is not, in general, closed under
substitution. However one can easily see that ifΓ; ∆ ` P : g andσ(Γ), σ(∆) are well-formed,
thenσ(Γ); σ(∆) ` σ(P ) :σ(g) holds.

When two different environment schemes are put together, itmay be necessary tounifydifferent
communication type schemes and group names. This is impossible if they are an ambient type
and a capability type: in such case we get afailure. Therefore, in the definitions below, opera-
tions on type schemes and environment schemes may yield anundefinedresult denoting failure.
A failure occurs when none of the cases considered in definitions can be applied. Failure propa-
gates: an operation produces anundefinedresult whenever some step in its evaluation gives rise
to undefined. To simplify notation, we assume failure propagation as understood and we avoid
indicating it explicitly in the definitions.

Definition 6.2. We denote byφ({(Ai, A
′
i)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}) the two-sorted most general unifierof

the set of equations{Ai = A′
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, if it exists, which is a substitution according to

Definition 6.1. We will simply callφ({(Ai, A
′
i)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}) theunifierof {(Ai, A

′
i)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Let ∆, ∆′ be two variable environment schemes. We denote with(∆, ∆′) the set

{(W,W′) | x :W ∈ ∆ andx :W′ ∈ ∆′}.

Let us write for shortφ(∆, ∆′) instead ofφ((∆, ∆′)). Note thatφ(∆, ∆′) is the most general
substitutionσ (if it exists) such thatσ(∆, ∆′) is well-formed.

As already observed, the application of a substitutionσ to a group environment schemeΓ gives
an environment scheme that is not, in general, well-formed,becauseσ can map two distinct group
names ofDom(Γ) to the same group name. In the sequel, we show how to recover a well-formed
group environment scheme after the application of substitutions. This task is performed in two
steps:

1 by unifying the communication type schemes in different type assumptions for the same
group name (completion-unification, Definition 6.3);

2 by merging (through componentwise set union) group type schemes having the same com-
munication type scheme (compression, Definition 6.5).

Completion-unification and compression are also useful forrecovering a well-formed environ-
ment scheme when the algorithm needs to merge two environment schemes, for example in
typing a parallel composition.

We say that a group environment schemeΓ is consistentif for all g : G1, g : G2 ∈ Γ we have
T (G1) = T (G2). This condition does not implyG1 = G2, so consistent environment schemes are
in general non well-formed.

Definition 6.3. Let Γ be an arbitrary group environment scheme. Thecompletion-unifierof Γ,
denotedΣ[Γ], is the substitution inductively defined as follows:

1 If Γ is consistent, thenΣ[Γ] is the empty substitution.
2 Otherwise,Σ[Γ] is the substitutionΣ[σ(Γ)] ◦ σ, where

σ = φ{(T (G), T (G′)) | ∃g . g :G, g :G′∈Γ such thatT (G) 6= T (G′)}
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The environment schemeΣ[Γ](Γ) is called thecompletion-unificationof Γ.

The completion-unification procedure always terminates, either with a failure or with a finite
result consisting of a substitutionΣ[Γ]. This is obvious, since the number of distinct group names
decreases at each iteration and the number of group names inΓ is finite.

The environment schemeΣ[Γ](Γ) is consistent but not, in general, well-formed. The basic
properties of completion-unification are formalized by thefollowing lemma:

Lemma 6.4. Let Γ be an arbitrary group environment scheme. IfΣ[Γ] is defined, then:

1 Σ[Γ](Γ) is consistent;
2 for all σ such thatσ(Γ) is consistent, there is a substitutionσ′ such thatσ = σ′ ◦ Σ[Γ].

Otherwise there is no substitutionσ such thatσ(Γ) is consistent.

Proof. (1) follows by definition.
(2). Assume thatΣ[Γ] is obtained by applying step 2 of Definition 6.3n times. The proof is by
induction onn. Forn = 0 the lemma is trivially true. Forn > 0 let

S = {(T,T′) | ∃g . g :gr(S ,C , E ,T), g :gr(S ′,C ′, E ′,T′)∈Γ such thatT 6= T′}.

Note that sinceσ(Γ) is consistent we must haveσ(T) = σ(T′) for all pairs(T,T′) ∈ S. If σ0

is the most general unifier ofS we must haveσ = σ′ ◦ σ0 for some substitutionσ′. So we
have thatσ(Γ) = σ′(σ0(Γ)). Now observe thatΣ[σ0(Γ)] is defined inn − 1 steps. By induction
hypothesis there is aσ′′ such thatσ′ = σ′′ ◦Σ[σ0(Γ)]. Since by definitionΣ[Γ] = Σ[σ0(Γ)]◦σ0,
the conclusion is finally reached.

The (non-recursive) step still necessary for transforminga consistent environment scheme into a
well-formed one simply consists in putting together, by setunion, the group type schemes of all
the different assumptions for the same group name.

Let G1 = gr(S1, C1, E1,T) andG2 = gr(S2, C2, E2,T). Let the union between group type
schemes be defined as follows:

G1 ∪ G2 = gr(S1 ∪ S2, C1 ∪ C2, E1 ∪ E2,T).

It can be easily seen to be associative and commutative.

Definition 6.5. Thecompression](Γ) of a consistent group environment schemeΓ is the group
environment scheme defined as:

](Γ) , {g :
⋃

i∈Ig

Gi | g ∈ Dom(Γ), Ig = {i | g :Gi ∈ Γ}}.

One can easily check that:

Lemma 6.6. If Γ is consistent, then](Γ) is well-formed.

In order to discuss properties of completion-unification and compression (and of the algo-
rithm), we introduce a partial order on type schemes and environment schemes.

Definition 6.7. The relation≤ on group type schemes is defined by:

gr(S, C, E,T) ≤ gr(S ′, C ′, E ′,T′)
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if S ⊆ S ′, C ⊆ C ′, E ⊆ E ′ and T = T′.
This partial order is extended monotonically to arbitrary environment schemes by adding set

inclusion:
Γ ≤ Γ′ if ∀ (g :G) ∈ Γ . ∃ (g :G′) ∈ Γ′ .G ≤ G′

Γ; ∆ ≤ Γ′; ∆′ if Γ ≤ Γ′ and∆ ⊆ ∆′

∆ ⊆ ∆′ reflects the absence of subtyping between communication type schemes.
The meaning of the relationΓ ≤ Γ′ is thatΓ′ is more permissive thanΓ on Dom(Γ), but it

can contain statements which are not present inΓ. However a processP that is well typed w.r.t.
Γ is not necessarily well typed w.r.t.Γ′, owing to the condition in rule(OUT) which forces some
inclusion conditions on theS components of groups.

The following properties of≤ are useful.

Lemma 6.8.

1 If Ξ is well-formed andΞ′ ≤ Ξ, thenΞ′ is consistent.
2 Let Γ be a consistent group environment scheme such thatσ(Γ) ≤ Γ′ whereΓ′ is well-

formed. Then alsoσ(](Γ)) ≤ Γ′.

Proof. (1) Trivial, since≤ on group type schemes implies identity of communication type
schemes.
(2) If Ig = {i | g : Gi ∈ Γ}, then

⋃
i∈Ig

Gi is the group type scheme assigned tog in ](Γ).
Now let σ(g) : G′ ∈ Γ′. By hypothesis we have thatσ(Gi) ≤ G′ for all i ∈ Ig, and then also
σ(

⋃
i∈Ig

Gi) ≤ G′.

∅; {ξ : t} `I ξ : t (I-Name) whereξ is a variable or an ambient name

{g2 :gr(∅, ∅, {g1}, t)}; {N :g1} `I to N :g1 → g2 (I-to)

{g2 :gr({g1}, {g1}, ∅, t)}; {N :g1} `I in N :g2 → g2 (I-in)

{g2 :gr({g?
1}, {g1}, ∅, t)}; {N :g1} `I out N :g2 → g2 (I-out)

Γ;∆ `I C :W Γ′; ∆′ `I C′ :W ′

](σ′(Γ, Γ′)); σ′(∆,∆′) `I C.C′ :σ′(g3 → g2)
(I-Path)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, Γ′)]◦ σ andσ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(W, g1 → g2), (W ′, g3 → g1)})

Fig. 18. Type reconstruction for capabilities/messages

Type Inference Algorithm

We now give an algorithm for reconstructing in the most general way the type information from
a raw process. The inference algorithm can infer type schemes and annotate terms with them: the
result is thus aprocess scheme, defined as follows.

Definition 6.9. A process schemeis defined by the same syntax as the one of a process in Fig-
ure 1, except that inputs are decorated by message type schemes instead of message types.
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The algorithm is defined through a set of “natural semantics”rules (Kahn, 1987). A reasonable
judgement produced by these rules would be of the form

R ⇒ Ξ, P, g

whereR is a raw term,P is a process scheme which is a typed version ofR (i.e. |P | = R), and
Ξ is an environment scheme. Furthermore,Ξ andg are such thatΞ ` P :g is the “most general”
typing judgement forR, in the sense that any other typingΞ′ ` Q : g′ for a processQ such that
|Q| = R can be obtained from it by substitution and≤. To make the algorithm more readable,
however, we will use a judgement of the form

Ξ `I P :g

which is intended to represent the most general typing for the raw term|P |. Note that this could
be expressed in the previous form by writing|P | ⇒ Ξ, P, g. Similarly we will use a judgement
of the form

Ξ `I C :g → g′

for representing the (most general) typing for a raw capability C.
As a first remark notice that raw terms do not contain indications about possible occurrences

of group restrictions. Moreover, typings of groups given bygroup restrictions may always be
shifted, with no change, from the process to its environment. This can be formalized as follows:

Lemma 6.10. If {
−−→
g :G}(k) are all the group restrictions occurring inP , andP is obtained from

P by removing them, then:

Ξ ` P :g implies Ξ, {
−−→
g :G}(k) ` P :g.

Proof. Let C[ ] be a context not containing group restrictions. Using Lemma3.1 it is easy to
show by induction onC[ ] that:

Ξ ` C[(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ] :g implies Ξ, {

−−→
g :G}(k) ` C[P ] :g.

The base step is Lemma 3.1(13). For the induction step, let usconsider the caseC[ ] = N [C′[ ]].

By Lemma 3.1(9)Ξ ` N [C′[(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ]] : g implies Ξ ` C′[(ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))P ] : g′, and

Ξ ` N : g′, Ξ ` g′ : G, andg ∈ S (G) for uniqueg′, G. By inductionΞ, {
−−→
g :G}(k) ` C′[P ] : g′

and by rule (AMB) Ξ, {
−−→
g :G}(k) ` C[P ] :g′.

Owing to the above Lemma the type inference algorithm can ignore group restrictions. They
can always be introduced without affecting typings (while satisfying the relative side conditions).

The inference procedure is defined in a natural semantics style. Figure 18 gives the inference
rules for messages, and Figure 19 gives those for processes.In all the type inference rules, group
names and type variables that appear in the conclusion and donot appear in the premises are
fresh. The rule (I-out) (Figure 18) distinguishes some occurrences of group namesin the gen-
erated environment by marking them with a star (?) for later use. The marked occurrences are
preserved by substitution: if an occurrenceg? is in the domain of a substitution replacingg with
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g′, then the occurrence is changed intog′?¶. Marking is completely transparent to all operations
introduced in this section.

∅; ∅ `I 0 :g (I-Null )

Γ;∆ `I C :W Γ′; ∆′ `I P :g1

](σ′(Γ,Γ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I C. σ′(P ) :σ′(g2)
(I-Prefix-Cap)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, Γ′)]◦ σ andσ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(W, g1 → g2)})

Γ; ∆ `I P :g

](σ′(Γ, g :G)); σ′(∆, x : t) `I σ′((x : t)P ) :σ′(g)
(I-Input)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, g :G)]◦ σ, σ = φ(∆, {x : t}) andG = g :gr(∅, ∅, ∅, t)

Γ; ∆ `I P :g Γ′;∆′ `I M :W

](σ′(Γ, g :G,Γ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I 〈M〉σ′(P ) :σ′(g)
(I-Output)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, g :G,Γ′)]◦ σ, σ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(W, t)}) andG = g :gr(∅, ∅, ∅, t)

Γ;∆ `I P :g1 Γ′;∆′ `I Q :g2

](σ′(Γ,Γ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I σ′(P |Q) :σ′(g2)
(I-Par)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, Γ′)]◦ σ andσ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(g1, g2)})

Γ; ∆ `I P :g

](σ′(Γ, g :G)); σ′(∆, N :g) `I N [σ′(P )] :g′
(I-Amb)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, g :G)]◦ σ, σ = φ(∆, {N :g}) andG = g :gr({g′}, ∅, ∅, t)

Γ; ∆, n :g′ `I P :g

Γ; ∆ `I (νn :g′)P :g
(I-Res)

Γ; ∆ `I P :g n /∈ Dom(∆)

Γ; ∆ `I (νn :g′)P :g
(I-Res1)

Γ;∆ `I P :g

Γ; ∆ `I!π P :g
(I-Repl)

Fig. 19. Type reconstruction for raw terms.

In all the rules with two premises (i.e., rules(I-Path), (I-Prefix-Cap), (I-Output) and (I-Par)),
the algorithm merges the two environment schemes of the premises by using completion-
unification and compression. In rules (I-Path), (I-Prefix-Cap) and (I-Par) two groups are iden-
tified. More precisely: in the rule (I-Path) the output groupof C′ is identified with the input
group ofC; in the rule (I-Prefix-Cap) the input group ofC is identified with the group of the
process schemeP ; in the rule (I-Par) the groups of the process schemesP andQ are identified.

In the rule (I-Output), the algorithm identifies the communication type schemes ofP andM

by means of the unifier defined in Definition 6.2. The same kind of unification is performed by
the rule (I-Input). In the rule (I-Amb) the ambient nameN must be typed with the groupg of
process schemeP . The type of the resulting process scheme is a fresh group nameg′. The group
g′ is added to the set of the ambient groups whereg-ambients can stay.

¶ Note that in inference substitutions a group name can be replaced only by another group name.
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Soundness and Completeness

In this subsection, we give the soundness and completeness proofs of the inference algorithm. To
this aim we introduce restricted versions of our type assignment system.

Let -̀νg denote the type assignment system for the variant of our language in which there are
no group restrictions (i.e. rule (GRPRES)).

Also, let -̀νg
+V denote the type assignment for the variant of-̀νg in which also type variables

are allowed to occur in communication type schemes. The typing rules in Figure 5 are not
affected by the presence of variables. Obviously-̀νg

+V is an extension of̀-νg in the sense that
every statement valid iǹ-νg is also valid in -̀νg

+V .
Finally, let -̀νg

+V
−S

denote the type inference system obtained from-̀νg
+V by ignoring the

condition on inclusion ofS components in rule(OUT).
It is easy to see that the generation Lemma 3.1 holds for deductions in -̀νg

+V
−S

too. This
implies that there is a unique deduction for each valid statement. One can show by induction
on derivations that -̀νg

+V
−S

is closed under substitutions respecting consistency and under
applications of], and is preserved when the current environment scheme is replaced by a
well-formed and greater (w.r.t.≤ as defined in Definition 6.7) environment scheme.

Notational convention:in the following,Π generically denotes a well-formed process schemeP

or a messageM ; τ denotes either a process typeg or a capability typeg1 → g2. In both cases
the meaning is clear from the context.

Lemma 6.11.

1 LetΓ; ∆ -̀νg
+V
−S

Π:τ , then the deduction showing it is unique.

2 Let Γ; ∆ -̀νg
+V
−S

Π : τ and σ be a substitution such thatσ(Γ) is consistent. Then

](σ(Γ)); σ(∆) -̀νg
+V
−S

σ(Π):σ(τ).

3 Let Ξ -̀νg
+V
−S

Π : τ andΞ′ be a well-formed environment scheme such thatΞ ≤ Ξ′. Then

Ξ′
-̀νg

+V
−S

Π:τ .

The main lemma for the soundness proof is the following.

Lemma 6.12. If Ξ `I Π:τ , thenΞ -̀νg
+V
−S

Π:τ .

Proof. The proof is by induction on the type inference derivation (system`I). Notice that in
all rules the environment schemes in the conclusions are well-formed by Lemmas 6.4(1) and
6.6. Lemma 6.11(2) and (3) ensure that we can apply the substitutions and the compression in
the conclusions also to the corresponding premises, and that we can weaken the environment
schemes in the premises.
As an example we show the case of rule(I-Prefix-Cap). We have:

Γ1; ∆1 `I C :W Γ2; ∆2 `I P :g1

](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)); σ′(∆1, ∆2) `I C. σ′(P ) :σ′(g2)

whereσ′ = Σ[σ(Γ1, Γ2)]◦ σ andσ = φ((∆1, ∆2) ∪ ({W, g1 → g2)}).
By induction we haveΓ1; ∆1 -̀νg

+V
−S

C :W andΓ2; ∆2 -̀νg
+V
−S

P :g1.
By construction we have thatσ′(∆1, ∆2) is consistent andσ′(∆i) ≤ σ′(∆1, ∆2) for i = 1, 2.
By Lemma 6.4(1)σ′(Γ1, Γ2) is consistent, and then](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)) is well-formed by Lemma 6.6:
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therefore also](σ′(Γi)), for i = 1, 2, are well-formed and such that](σ′(Γi)) ≤ ](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)).
We must also haveσ′(W) = g → g′ andσ′(g1) = g, σ′(g2) = g′ for some groupsg, g′.
By Lemma 6.11(2) and (3) we have](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)); σ

′(∆1, ∆2) -̀νg
+V
−S

C : g → g′ and

](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)); σ
′(∆1, ∆2) -̀νg

+V
−S

σ′(P ) :g and the proof follows by rule(PREFIX-CAP).

Note that, by Lemmas 6.12 and 6.11(1), ifΞ `I Π: τ holds, then there is a unique deduction
of Ξ -̀νg

+V
−S

Π : τ . This can indeed be obtained by applying backwards in the deduction tree of
Ξ `I Π:τ the substitutions generated iǹI, and by matching the environment schemes w.r.t.≤.
In doing this we can keep track of the starred group names: in particular (using the notation of
Definition 6.5), a group name is starred in the union ofS fields during the compression if it is
starred in at least one of theSi.

We eliminate the stars by means of the following closure operation.

Definition 6.13. The closureof a group environment schemeΓ (written Υ(Γ)), whereΓ may
contain occurrences of the star?, is the environment scheme computed as sketched in the follow-
ing algorithm:

repeat
if for someg? ∈ S (G), g :G′ ∈ Γ, andS (G′) 6⊆ S (G) then replaceS (G) by S (G)∪S (G′)

until there are no moreg? satisfying the above condition
Then erase all?.

Note that ifΓ is well-formed, then alsoΥ(Γ) is well-formed andΓ ≤ Υ(Γ), since the only effect
of closure consists in increasing theS components of group type schemes.

Lemma 6.14. Let Γ; ∆ `I Π:τ . Then

1 Υ(Γ); ∆ -̀νg
+VΠ:τ .

2 Moreover ifΓ′; ∆ -̀νg
+VΠ:τ for some well-formedΓ′ such thatΓ ≤ Γ′, thenΥ(Γ) ≤ Γ′.

Proof. (1). By Lemmas 6.12 and 6.11(3) there is a deduction ofΥ(Γ); ∆ -̀νg
+V
−S

P : g which,

by the Lemma 6.11(1), is unique. Now the only reason why a deduction in -̀νg
+V
−S

can fail to be

a deduction in -̀νg
+V is that the condition on rule(OUT) is not satisfied somewhere, i.e. that for

some actionout N occurring inP we have that toout N is assigned a typeg2 → g2 and that
ξ : g1 ∈ ∆, and g1 : G1, g2 : G2 ∈ Γ andS (G1) 6⊆ S (G2). This is impossible since in this
case insideΓ we haveg?

1 ∈ S (G2) and at the end of the closure, i.e. inΥ(Γ), all starred groups
g1 :G1 occurring inS (G2) are such thatS (G1) ⊆ S (G2).
(2). By induction on the number of steps of the algorithm of Definition 6.13 we show that the
environment schemeΓn resulting at then-th step must be such thatΓn ≤ Γ′. For n = 0 it
is trivial. Let then + 1 step replaceS (G) by S (G) ∪ S (G′) sinceg? ∈ S (G), g : G′ ∈ Γ,
and S (G′) 6⊆ S (G). An inspection of the type scheme reconstruction rules shows that the
only rule introducing starred groups is(I-out), so Π must contain the capabilityout N , and
N : g ∈ ∆ andg′ :G ∈ Γ for someg′. Therefore in the deduction ofΓ′; ∆ -̀νg

+VΠ : τ there will
be an application of rule(OUT) for typing out N with premisesΞ ` g : G1, Ξ ` g′ : G2 and
S (G1) ⊆ S (G2) for someG1,G2. By inductionS (G′) ⊆ S (G1) andS (G) ⊆ S (G2), so we
concludeS (G) ∪ S (G′) ⊆ S (G2).
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Definition 6.15. Thefinishingsubstitutionσf for a judgementΓ; ∆ `I Π : τ is a substitution
which:

1 replaces withshh all the type variablest that occur only once in the fourth components of
group type schemes inΓ;

2 replaces with arbitrary group names the type variablest that occur more than once, i.e. once
in the fourth components of group type schemes inΓ and at least once inΠ as input type
schemes.

Note that finishing substitutions are not inference substitutions in the sense of Definition 6.1.
By inspection of the inference rules it is easy to see that thevariables mentioned in Point (1) of
Definition 6.15 can only occur in one group type scheme and never as components of a capability
type scheme. So they characterize the groups in which no communication is done, and then can
be replaced byshh. In the resulting term there can still be some type variablesleft, such as
those mentioned in Point (2) of Definition 6.15, which can be replaced by arbitrary group names.
Notice that by construction a variable cannot occur both inΓ and∆.

The soundness result is then a consequence of Lemma 6.14(1),since the finishing substitution
eliminates all variables while preserving the well-formedness of environment schemes.

Theorem 6.16 (Soundness).If Γ; ∆ `I Π : τ andσf is a finishing substitution for it, then
σf (Υ(Γ); ∆) -̀νgσf (Π):σf (τ).

Completeness of the type inference procedure can be proved by induction on derivations by
means of Lemmas 6.4, 6.8.

Theorem 6.17 (Completeness).If Ξ -̀νgΠ : τ , thenΞ′ `I Π′ : τ ′ and there is a substitutionσ
such that:

1 σ(Π′) = Π;
2 σ(τ ′) = τ ;
3 σ(Ξ′) ≤ Ξ.

Proof. By induction on deductions iǹ-νg.
We only show the case of rule (AMB). The other cases are similar. So assume

Ξ ` P :g Ξ ` N :g Ξ ` g :G g′ ∈ S (G)

Ξ ` N [P ] :g′

whereΞ = Γ; ∆, andN is either a variable or an ambient name. In both cases we must have
N :g ∈ ∆. Moreoverg :G ∈ Γ.

By induction hypothesis onΓ; ∆ -̀νgP : g we have thatΓ1; ∆1 `I P1 : g1 and there is a
substitutionσ1 such that:
1′. σ1(P1) = P ;
2′. σ1(g1) = g;
3′. σ1(Γ1; ∆1) ≤ Γ; ∆.
By applying rule (I-Amb) toΓ1; ∆1 `I P1 :g1 we have that

](σ′
0(Γ1, g1 :G1)); σ′

0(∆1, N :g1) `I N [σ′
0(P1)] :g

′
1
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whereσ′
0 = Σ[σ0(Γ1, g1 :G1)]◦ σ0, σ0 = φ(∆1, {N :g1}) andG1 = g1 :gr({g′1}, ∅, ∅, t).

Beingg′1, t fresh, we can defineσ2 = σ1 ◦ {g
′
1 := g′} ◦ {t := T (G)}. Clearlyσ2 satisfies:

1′′. σ2(P1) = P (by (1′) sinceg′1, t do not occur inP );
2′′. σ2(g1) = g (by (2′) );
2′′′. σ2(g

′
1) = g′;

3′′. σ2(Γ1, g1 :G1; ∆1, N :g1) ≤ Γ; ∆ (by (3′), (2′′) and (2′′′)
sinceN :g ∈ ∆, g :G ∈ Γ, g′ ∈ S (G) andσ2(t) = T (G)).

Lemma 6.8(1) and Point (3′′) imply that σ2(∆1, N : g1) is well-formed; then by definition of
most general unifier we must haveσ2 = σ3◦ σ0 for some substitutionσ3.
Lemma 6.8(1) and Point (3′′) also imply thatσ3(σ0(G1, g1 : G1)) ≤ Γ is consistent; then by
Lemma 6.4(2) there must be a substitutionσ such thatσ3 = σ◦ Σ[σ0(Γ1, g1 : G1)]. So σ2 =

σ◦ Σ[σ0(Γ1, g1 :G1)]◦ σ0 = σ◦ σ′
0. Now σ is the desired substitution, since:

1. σ(σ′
0(N [P1])) = N [P ] (by (1′′) );

2. σ(g′1) = g′ (by (2′′) );
3. σ(](σ′

0(Γ1, g1 :G1)); σ′
0(∆1, N :g1)) ≤ Γ; ∆;

whereσ(](σ′
0(Γ1, g1 :G1)) ≤ Γ follows from Point (3′′) using Lemma 6.8(2).

7. Related Papers

In the original Mobile Ambients (Cardelli and Gordon, 2000), besides the subjective mov-
ing capabilitiesin and out, the open capability is present. This capability, which allows
dissolving of boundaries, has been criticised both for bringing about serious security con-
cerns (Bugliesi et al., 2004) and for being difficult to implement (Sangiorgi and Valente, 2001).

The proposal of Boxed Ambients (Bugliesi et al., 2004) dropstheopen capability but allows
communications across ambient boundaries between parentsand children.

In M3, instead, theopen is replaced by theto capability.
The communication of Boxed Ambients can be mimicked in M3 by simply moving one of the

two processes willing to communicate. Let us consider the example of a parent willing to send a
messageM to a child ambientn waiting for it, i.e., using the syntax of Boxed Ambients:

〈M〉n |n[(x :W )↑P ]

In M3 a process with a similar behaviour is:

(νm :g)(m[to n.〈M〉] |n[(x :W )P ]

We conjecture theto capability to be more expressive than the communication mechanisms of
Boxed Ambients, since we do not know how this capability or the Dπ calculus might encoded in
Boxed Ambients. Of course this deserves more investigations.

On the other hand, theto capability seems to be less powerful (and less dangerous!) than the
open capability, which we do not know how to fully encode in M3. We are only able to encode
anopen contained in an ambient, i.e. a process of Mobile Ambients ofthe form:

n[m[P ] | open m |Q]
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The corresponding M3 process is:

n[Q] |m[to n.P ]

Vice versa the effect ofto:

m[to n.P |Q] |n[R]

can be mimicked in Mobile Ambients as:

(νp)(m[p[out m.in n.P ]) |Q] |n[open p |R]).

In M3, like in Mobile and Boxed Ambients, the ambients do not control when other ambients
traverse them. (Levi and Sangiorgi, 2003) propose to add co-capabilities to Mobile Ambients
in such a way that each action needs the agreements of both theactive and passive ambients
involved. One could clearly devise a version of M3 with co-capabilities. We did not, since M3

types ensure that active ambients have the “right” of traversing or sending processes to passive
ambients.

The type system of M3 is inspired by (Cardelli et al., 2002): similarities and differences are
pointed out in Section 3. The type inference algorithm of Section 6 could be easily modified
to deal with group types for Mobile Ambients. In the literature there are few type inference
algorithms for ambient calculi: (Zimmer, 2000), (Barbanera et al., 2002), (Amtoft et al., 2004),
(Cozzi, 2004), (Coppo et al., 2005), and only the last two deal with group types. So the design of
the present algorithm involved a number of non-trivial choices.

In the literature there are many labelled transition systems for ambient calculi. The
labelled transition system of M3 is similar to those of (Merro and Hennessy, 2002),
(Bugliesi et al., 2005): the novelty is the pervasive use of types and environments. We claim
that type information is crucial in the design of labelled transition systems for typed calculi, es-
pecially when types enforce security policies, as in M3. The influence of types on behaviours
of π-calculus processes was first observed by Pierce and Sangiorgi (Pierce and Sangiorgi, 2000).
The labelled transition system we have presented here is sound but not complete w.r.t reduction
barbed congruence: we conjecture that a complete system could be obtained by distinguishing
between visible and invisible transitions, as Merro and Zappa Nardelli do for Mobile Ambi-
ents (Merro and Zappa Nardelli, 2005). The price would be theone of increasing the complexity
of transition labels, thus making less clear the use of type information: so we did not try this
development.

(Coppo et al., 2004) and (Coppo et al., 2005) present a typed ambient calculus based on M3

where global type assumptions on ambient names are eliminated: this is realistic in a scenario
where interaction may take place between parties whose respective properties are unknown or
only partially known to each other. (Cozzi, 2004) gives a type inference algorithm equipped with
a Prolog implementation for the calculus of (Coppo et al., 2004).

8. Implementation

As shown in (Giovannetti, 2004), the type system may be easily recast into a more algorithmic
form, where the rules for capabilities, environment and null process only contain minimal as-
sumptions, and the other rules combine different minimal environments in the premises into a
new minimal environment in the conclusion.

The new rules are thus similar to the ones that describe the reconstruction algorithm, with the
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only difference that they do not contain unification. They can be almost directly translated into
logic programming clauses, so that the unification explicitly indicated in the algorithm’s specifi-
cation is automatically performed by Prolog; with the addition of functional or imperative Prolog
procedures for computing completion and compression, one obtains a program that implements,
with slight modifications, the very type reconstruction algorithm specified in section 6.

For example, the rule for parallel composition may be written as:

Γ1; ∆1 ◦̀
P : pr(g) Γ2; ∆2 ◦̀

Q : pr(g)

Γ1 d Γ2; ∆1 ∪ ∆2 ◦̀
P |Q : pr(g)

(PAR)

where the condition that the two environments in the two premises are compatible is omitted; the
corresponding Prolog clause is:

typing(GEnv, Env, P1 par P2, pr(G)):-

typing(GEnv1, Env1, P1, pr(G)),

typing(GEnv2, Env, P2, pr(G)),

sumunion(Env1,Env,GEnv1,GEnv2,GEnv).

The proceduresumunion is the “impure” logic programming procedure that performs comple-
tion and compression.

The type reconstruction algorithm is embodied in a web-based prototype tool at
the URL lambda.di.unito.it/m3. The SWI-Prolog source code is available at the URL
www.di.unito.it/ elio/dart/m3.pl.

Figure 20 is the listing of the session for the Trojan horse example, which can only be well
typed if the assumptions allow Ulysses’ group to send lightweight (possibly harmful) processes
into Priam’s palace.

TYPE THE RAW TERM FOR WHICH YOU WANT THE TYPING
TERMINATED BY A SEMICOLON (;)

TERM = ulys[in horse.out horse.to pal.0]|
horse[in troy.0] | troy[pal[0]];

_________________________________________________

GAMMA |- ulys[in horse.out horse.to pal.0] |
horse[in troy.0] | troy[pal[0]] : pr(g_top)

where GAMMA is:

g_ulys:gr([g_top, g_horse, g_troy], [g_horse], [g_pal], shh)
g_horse:gr([g_top, g_troy], [g_troy], [], shh)
g_troy:gr([g_top], [], [], shh)
g_pal:gr([g_troy], [], [], shh)

pal:amb(g_pal), troy:amb(g_troy),
horse:amb(g_horse), ulys:amb(g_ulys).

Fig. 20. Example session

9. Conclusion

We have presented a simple calculus that combines ambient mobility with general process mo-
bility, putting together the standardin andout Mobile Ambients actions with theto primitive of
the Distributedπ-calculus (Hennessy and Riely, 2002).

As a final remark, we observe that the very simplicity of our type system, which

http://lambda.di.unito.it/m3
http://www.di.unito.it/~elio/dart/m3.pl
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grants it an easy readability and usability, does not allow the control of finer prop-
erties, expressible through much more sophisticated typessuch as the ones by Pierce-
Sangiorgi (Pierce and Sangiorgi, 1996) for theπ-calculus. Even the basic type system for Dπ

(Hennessy and Riely, 2002) is only incompletely rendered, since our system cannot encode the
assignment of different types to homonymous channels belonging to different locations; this is
made possible in Dπ by the presence of local typing judgments, which cannot be simulated by
our only global judgments. We plan therefore to enrich the type system of M3 with security
controls and with local type information.
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